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SIU trustees
deny request
for computer
By Phillip Fiorini
Staff Writer

Staff Photo

Ge:terall)", it's not him
Ulysses S Grant, portrayed by Dan Haughey. graduate student In
theater, at a press conference w kick off an exhibit on Grant's HIe.
The exhibit begins Sunday at the University Museum. For more on
it and Grant's comments, set: Page 10.

Soviet Union leaves
strategic-arllls taiks
GENI<:VA, Switzerland lAP) talks.
- The Soviet Union recessed its
On Nov. 23. after the arrival
nuclear strategic-anns talks of the American cruise and
with the United States on Pershing 2 missiles in Western
Thursday without setting a date Europe, the Soviets broke off
for resumption.
the
medium-range
U.S. officials predicted the "Euromissile" talks, which had
Soviets would return to the oo~n carried on here parallel to
bargaining table. But Moscow's the START discussions on longmove threatened to leave the range missiles and bombers.
superpowers with no major
Thursday's meeting had been
. forum for negotiating cutbacks scheduled as the final one of the
in nuclear missiles.
current round, beginning a
In Washington. President holiday recess.
Reagan, while sounding opBut Soviet Arrbassador
timistic about an eventual Viktor P. Karpov read a
resumption of the talks. statement to chief U.S.
sigr.aled that he may be ready negotiator Edward L. Rowny,
for a summit meeting with saying the talks stalled because
Sovi!.'t leader Yuri V. Andropov. of the new miss'.les and the
The Soviets, in announcing Soviets wouid net agree to a new
suspension of the negotiations, date.
_
said deployment of new U.S. - "Earlier this Neek. Soviet
medium-range missiles in officials in Moscow warned that
Europe had created a "change the strategic arms talks were
in the overall strategic headed in the same dir~tion as
si:.uation," forcing- .it to :-e- the medium-range negotiations.
examine the issues in START- which Kremlin lead~rs have
the strategic arms reduction written off as a "dead letter."

Despite pleas from SIU-C
orricials and campus constituency groups, the SIU Board
of Trustees "reluctantly"
denied the University's requ~st
'flJursday to buy a new IBM
computer package costing $2.49
million to upgrade the campus
system.
However, Chancellor Kenneth
Shaw, SIU-C President Albert
Somit and Leo Min, director of
computing affairs, stated that
upgrading was needed to
protect the University's instruction and research. The
purchase of the 'BM 3081-0
com pater would 9uadruple the
present systeJll s capacity,
ofticials said.

Ch~~~~ ~:~~~~~n~~h~

stalled over the semester bl'eak,
he said.
SIU-C had proposed a fouryear,
lease-purchase
agreement with Municipal
Leasing Se!"vices for a mainframe computer and related
software for over S2 million,
which included a 28 percent
discount available only to
educational institutions.
At the committee meeting,
Baker said that at a 10 pen:ent
interest rate, the first payment
would not have been made until
September l!IS5.
Financing would also have
been available from funds that
the University "recouped"
after winning a civil suit against
a group that included three
former SIU-C administrators in
the computing affairs office, he
said.
Baker saia that besides the
intitial cost of the new system,
there would be annual costs of
$100,000 for additional software
for about four years.
Callini the new system the
"state of the IIrt of today," Min

felt the current comp'uters
would be adequate until 1985
and that the University hadn't
done an "adt'QU8te job of telling
us the need of the students all of
a sudden."
Similar to what· the boar 1
expressed in November, when See COMPUTER, Page 2
the request was fIrst made, the
board asked Thursday that
University officials "go back to
square one" to look at long- and
short-tenn solutions.
In the Student Center, the
board denied the request by a 63 vote after the Finance
Committee had deliberated on it
(or almost two hours.
John Bakl"r,
executive
director of planning and
budgeting, said he didn't know
what would be done with the
present system until the board
meE'ts again in February. Had Gus says the tru:.tees think that
tbe request been a~roved. the deal won't compute.
system would have been in-

Carlton Smlt!l

Blacks urge
action on
al~~gations
By Patrick Williams
and Jeff Wilkinson
Staff Writel"!l
About so people filled the
office of the Carbondale chapter
of the NAACP to demand action
on charges filer' with the Board
of Police and Fire Commissioners alleging Carbondale
police officers have repeatedly
violated the rights of black
residents.
Severa! people voiced G list of
grievances, including incidents
of guns being drawn on unarmed 'Suspects, threats of
violence, warrantless searches
and choking of suspects.
The charges of harassment
were originally presented to the
board Aug. 26. A special
meeting of the board will be
held at City Hall at 4 p.m
Monda&' to review the matter.
One of the speakers told the
group her son was detained for
being Unable to produce identificatiO.n when he was stopped
on the street and asked by
police_'While in custody he was
chok;j and insulted, she said.
She said the police told her
son, "If you're not careful,
nigger, we're gonna do you just
like we did your cOl!sin," a
black, resident who had
drowned.
Yul Passmore, 22, SF.id he was
arrested last week or. a forgery
warrant and was bealen by
police while being driven from
Graha;m Street to College
Street.' The warrant he was
arrested under had already
See ACTION. Page 3

Prison system reaches a turning point
By Jemlifer Phillips
Staff Writer
It's a political hot potato controversial. emotional and
expensive. Lawmakers advocate getting tough. cith:ens
complain about taxes, lind civil
rights watchdogs push for
refonn.
The r'linois prison system has
been the subject of much debate
for years and .10W, with the
main pait of an overcrowding
crisis con"idered solved by
some prison officials, the
svstem faces a turning point in
iis philosophy about incarceration.
Illinois is among many states
contending with overcrowded
prisons that provide Iit.t1e
rehabilitation and have high
maintenance and construction
("osts.
In Texas, for example, some
inmates were sl~ping in ~n~
until recently. This fall. lllinolS
resorted to bedding some

prisoners on gymnasium floors
and has been shipping some to
Institutions in other states.
It became evid?nt tlo.is
summer that change w.'s
necessary when an IllinOIS
Supreme Court decision banned
early release of prisoners.
EARL Y RELF.:\SE involved
taking 90-doy ChUf.ks from
prison~rs'
sentences
as
merited. No more than 90 days
could be given at one tim~ but,
as DOC spokesman Nic Howell
eX?lained, "We could give a
pnsoner 90 :lays today and 90
days tomorrow if we thought he
warranted it."
Lane was using early release
to keep the prl:ron population
from going above capacity. On
July 12, the Supreme Court
ruled that 9O-day chunks can be
awarded only once during a
prisoner's
term
of
;ncarceration.
La&t spring Gov. .James
Tho,!Dpson
formed
the

in Pocus
Governor's Task Forre on
Prison Crowding to search for
possible short-tenn and longterm solutions. In October, the
General Assembly allocated $57
million in "emergency" funding
to DOC and repealed a law
prohibiting double ceiling in
newer prisons.
Perhaps ineviiably, the shortterm solution adopted by the
DOC was to build more prisons.
Six are under construction:
- Jacksonville Correctional
Center, 500 beds, minimumsecurity, completion date of
November, 1984.
Lincoln Correctional
Center. 500 be(1s, minimumsecurity. completion date of
November, 1984
- Vienna II. 9UO beds,
medium-security. completion

date of fall, 1984.
Danville Correctional
Center. 900 beds, mediumsecurity, completion date of
fall,I986.
- Dixon Correctional Center.
mt:dium-security, !"urrently at
ISO beds, being expanded to
1,200.

- Galesburg Correctional
Center, 750 beels, mediumsecurity. completion date of
1986.

And while the DOC claims
that additional facilities are an
immediate, short-term solution
to overcrowding, Howell points
out that the new prisons are
obviously part of the long-term
solution.
Facts about Illinois prison
system are plentiful.
THERE ARE presently 33
institutions with a total ca~city
of 14,984, a !igure which will rise
with more double-celling and
new facilities. About 20 inmates
are housed i'l other states, 68 in

seven county jails, 10 in federal
prisons and 669 in community
centers. About 3,400 beds will
eventually be added.
The DOC budget for fiscal
year 1984 wa~ $3V6 million. The
fiscal year 1983 budget \. as $245
million. It costs about $15,000 a
year to house each inmate.
And construction is not cheap,
by any means. The two "preengineered" prisons going up at
Jacksonville and Lincoln will
cost about $15 million to build
and an anticipated $10 mUllon a
year to m ..;,.:..iil, :!""<:'!""Jing to
Howell.
Graham Correctional Center
in Hillsboro and Centr~lia
Correctional Center both cost
about $30 million to builrl, or
about $38.000 per inmate, according
to
an
Illinois
Legislative Investigating
Committee Interim Report to
the General Assembly.
See PRISON, Page 5

Marilles return Shiite attack,
wipe out sniper nest, bunker
BEIRUT (AP)
U.S.
Marines wiped out a Shiite
militia sniper nest and bunker
~ in a fierce exchange of fire
! Thursday, and the Reagan
administration said it was
considering plans to move the
Marines out oi Beirut airport to
safer positions.
The Marines retaliated when
the northeastern perimeter of
their base came under a
sustained barrage of mortars,
rocket-propeUed grenades and
automatic rifie fire at 9:26 a.m.
. TIie sliooting came from a
position in the Shiite Ml)5lem
stronghold of Hay el-SeUum,
and the bunker was destroyed
with 6I.)mm morUtrs, M~ tank
guns and Dragon missiles,
!':pokesman !\taj. Dennis Brooks
said.
The Marines also shelled a

building thaI had been used py
Shiite snipers to fin at
leatherneck ~itions some 150
yards away.
Brooks said the Marines
suffered no casualties in the
battle, which ended at 10:40
a.m. (3:40 a.m. EST), but the
Marines remained in 1m. holes
and bunkers on their highest
state of alert.
Hay P1-5ellum is a stronghold
of Amal, the dominant Shiite
militia. Shiite fanatics were
suspected of masterminding the
suicide truck bombing that
killed 240 American troops at
the Marine base Oct. 23.
The Druse control the hiDs
above the airport, and Druse
gunners were responsible for an
attack that killed eight Marines
Sunday.
Because of the attacks, the

CO~UTER from
~!d~:~e It.~r $2 million today,

lrt!'

He said he didn't know how
lor.g the 3081·.0 would be
produced, but added that IBM
bas a history of inv~ting its
machines in educational institutions, "bec.-ause they're
future customers."
The new mainframe would
replace the 371-58 model,
continued use of which amounts
to "courting disaster," Baker
said. Min agreed that the
present system, whicb has
access for 126 terminals and 30
microcomputers, is operating
at "110 percent of capacity." He
also said that it is next to last
among state universities in
capabilities.

Reagan administration is
c:)Osidering plans to move the
Marines away from the airport
to more sheltered posLions,
,spokesman Larry Speakes said
in Washington Thur~ay.
Speakes declined to give
details, but said no consideration is being given to
withdrawing the Marines from
Lebanon.
The New York Times said the
plans include redeploying tt,e
Marines to positions south of the
airport or to amphibious ships
offshore, and that they came in
response to <iomestic and
foreign pressure.
In Rome, Italian newspapers
said Prime Minister Bettino
Craxi's government wanted to
gradually reduce its 2.100-man
contingent in the multinational
peacckeepin~ force in Lebanon.

Pagel

Stating that he reluctantly
opposed the request, Trustee
A.1>. Van Meter Jr. said
students "are the precedent,"
bu. the board "needs to be
satisn~ that the money will Of
fu~~p,ent now and in the
Van Meter asked for an indepth analysis of the University's computer needs, comparative prices and plans for
the use of microcomputers in
the campus system.
Student Trustee Sharon
Hutcherson said the University
needs an upgraded system, but
said she disalUeed "with the
provisions of the contract."
"IBM has many competitors
- Xerox, 3M - and even IBM

may still have alternatives at a
discount after the turn of the
year," she said. "It's not good
business and not good legal
sense to go dbout something in
such a rush."
But the presidents of the
Faculty Senate, Undergraduate

News Roundup----,
Doctor vows to keep women alive
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) - A psychiatrist reaffinned hi!'
vow Thursday to force-feed a cerebral palsy victim rather
than let her starve herself to death, even if it meant he was
breaking a law.
Dr. Donald E. Fisher, chief of psychiatry at Riverside
General Hospital, where Elizabeth Bouvia is b~ing treated,
said he was convinced the 26-year-old paraplegIc eventually
will change her mind.

Man cleared of murder covic.tion
JOLIET (AP) - After nine months in jail, the man accusea
of murdering lo-year-Qld Donald Green last winter has been
cleared: the state's key wilness against him confessed to the
killing.
John Schwake, 23, was exonerateo in the slaying when the
teen-ager who'd heen accusing him of the crime "told too
many different stories," according to his attorney, Scott
Reich.

Reagan calls for school discipline
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) -- President Reagan declared
Thursday that America's schools must be "temples of lear·Ding and not drug dens," and said he ordered the. Justice and
'Education departments to find ways of helping schools "enforce discipline."
.
The president, in a speech deliver~ .before an ~~tion
summit of ~,300 teachers, school adImrustrators, politiCIans,
parents, and teachers' Wlion representatives, called for
stricter classroom discipline and unveiled a program of
presidential academic awards.
He told the group he had ordered Justice and Education "to
find ways we can help teacher~ and admit>istrators enforce
discipline. "

!:d'en~~~f:~~~r' ~~f~d:!~

Council and the Administrative
and Professional Council told
the board that an immediate
system upgrade was in.perative.
Herbert Donow, of the
Faculty Senate, said the cost of
an upgrade ''may not appear
overly generous to us, but it
seems to be an inexpensive
way" to solvethe problem.
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ACTION from Page I
been cancelled as a result of his
cooperation in a 1982 murder
case. Pa!'<more said.
Passmor~
said he has
epilepsy and a paramedic told
the police he should have
received medical trEatment
within an hour of his arrest.
Passmore said he was not taken
to the hospital until the next
morning. after having suffered
three seizures. He said he had to
get stitches ;n his calf from
mjuries recei. l!d during the
arrest He said he is cor;sidering
filing a lawsuit.
"I didn't fight back. If you
fight back they shoot you,"
PassmDre said.
Jac~son
County
public
defender Steve Applegate
commended the turn-out for
Wednesday's meeting. He said
that while there have been no
concrete results from August's

meeting, the group should
continue to pm pressure on the
police and fire board.
"We nt'ed to show we do have
some unity al"ti we're not a
powerless people," hE: said.
AI Ross, president of Carbondale's chapter of National
Association for the .\dvancement of Colored People,
opened the meeting at the
chapter's office at 207 N.
Marion by saying the group had
been going through official
channels since August and
nothing has happened.

William Dixon and !laid that
blacks are "fixing to deal with
the same stiff-necked attitude
we had in the past."
Dixon said Thursday his
decision not to attend the
meeting was based on his brief
tenure as city manager and the
fact that the police and fire
board is stilI considering the
Issue.
"It is a matter of concern,"
Dixon . ~id. "I'm trying to
approach this matter as fairly
as I can."
Police Chief Edward Hogan
has given the board a
Ross pointed to a row of background report on the
e~pty chairs reserved for city char~e!s, Dixon said. Hogan had
officials, "You can see by their dismissed the allegations as
presenct> what they think about inference and innuendo at
us," he said.
Monday's City Council meeting.
Carlton Smith, chairman of
Two councilmen, Archie
the local NAACP's political Jones and Keith Tuxhorn, ataction committee, noted the tended the meeting. Four police
absence of new City Manager officers were also present.
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Cars ticketed at meeting on police abuse
The rrice of admission for
severa
people attending
Wednesday night's NAACP
. meeting on police abuse was
one parking ticket.
While about 50 people
gathered in the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People's
Carbondale offices ut the corner

:!Of N. Marion St., police were pettiness and underhandedness
ticketing cars parked in a no
parking zone outside the
building.

in their treatment of the city's
blacks.

Although the zone was
marked, AI Ross, president of
the Carbondale chapter of the
NAACP, said the ticketing was
another example of police

The city can spend $10,000 and
dose down Illinois Avenue for a
party at HaUoween, Ross said, .
but a meeting to discuss
problems in the black communtiy gets harassed.
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()pinion & Gonunentary

Do it again, Dogs
IT IS TIME for the Dogs to do it again ... this time on nadonal
television.
The No. 1 ranked football Salukis face the Nevada-Reno Wolf
Pack this SatlD"day at 11 a.m. at McAndrew Stadium. The Dogs
scored an impressive 23-3 victory over Indiana State, played in a
downpour last weekend at McAndrew. The wilUler will travel to
Charleston, S.C., next SatlD"day for tllP NCAA l-AA finals against
the winner of the Furman-West (;arolina game.
McAndrew Stadium is being spruced up for the occasion. New
goalposts have been erected to replace the much-abused old ones.
Pressbox improvements have been made so the big-time pres.a
corps will be comfortable, rain or shine.
IF THE WEAmER cooperates, a sellout is expected. But CBS
has already announced it will blackClUt the game in a 120 mile radius
of Carbondale because of insufficient advance ticket sales, although
6.iIOO had been sold by deadline Thursday, an sm record for advance ticket sales. So the only way to catch the game will be to show
up at McAndrew Saturday moming.
As in all playoff games, the home field advantage is very important. The vocal nature of the sm fans is an inspiration to OlD"
team aoo 'is as much a part Of a Saiuki victory as the offense or
defense.
This SatlD"day will be the Lut opportunity for local fans to cbeer
for their NO.1 Salukis. II the Dogs win Saturday, they sacrifice the
home field advantage for the final to South Carolina-based Furman
or West Carolina.
mE SALUKIS are healthy and fireci-up, but the game against
Nevada-Reno will test their ability and spirit more than any other
game so far this season. With fan support, a consistent offense and
the usual hard-nosed defelL'le, the Salukis will prevail for the
television audience, the people in the stands and for the University.
Go Dogs!

A big Ithanle you' to SIU fans
from coach, athletic directors
Take a bow, Saluki fans.
Men's Intercollegiate
Athletics has chosen you for
"Fans of the Year" ·honors.
We sincerely appreciate your
inspirational chanting and
cheering, intestinal iortitude for
defying the elements, sensational display of stomping
and clapping. Most of all, we
thank you for your incredible
perseverance last Saturday
when the weather might have
deterred you.
All of us - Athletics Director
Lew Hartzog, Head Football
Coach Rey Dempsey, his staff,
Men's Intercollegiate Athletics
and the University - thank you
for your vigorous partiCipation

this season. -We look forward to your
support in full force this
Saturday when the Salukis, in
their quest for the 1-AA national
championship, take on NevadaReno in the semi-final game
beginning at 11 a.m. at
McAndrew Stadium.
Let's show CBS and the nation
why the Salukis are No. 1.

tiehind the No.1 footbalil-AA
team in the Ciluntry iire the !\lo.
1 fans in the nat,on. We are
proud of you. Thank voo. - Lew
lIartzog, Athletics Director,
Rey Dempsey, Head Football
Coach and Fred Huff. Assistant
Athletic Director.

----~ffe.5---------Military approach reduces security
When the TV movie "The Day
After" was getting attention,
The Southern Illinoisan ran an
article that quoted Raymond
Graff, Jackson County's ESDA
coordinator. He said, "I don't
believe that nothing would be
left if there were a nuclear war.
If no one were prepared, at least
40 percent of the people would
survive. TLt figure would
increase to 60 percent if they
were prepared." The article
noted that shelters in this
county could accommodate
more than the county's total
population.
These comments completely
overlook some critical facts
which the movie actually underplayed. One of these has to
do with the kind of world survivors might find if they did
come out alive after weeks or
months in a crowded, unsanitary shelter with air drawn
from the outside. On what water
and food would they continue to
survive? And for how long, with
fallout radiation residuals
everywhere, no medical help,

and the prospect of a "nuclear
winter"?
'What kind of security is our
enormous and escalating expense for the military providing
us if the prospect is for the
death of 40 or 60 (or more l
percent of us, the ruin of OI:r
environment
and
ihe
destruction of our government
and way of life? That is not
"security" by any definition I
can accept.
With annihilation now a
possibility, it is time for each of
us to acknowledge that our
military approach to seeking
"peace" is buying us less
security, wrecking our economy
and distorting our values. We
must admit to ourselves and
then tell President Reagan and
the world that military solutions
to world problems are obsolete,
and as intelligent people, we
must seek other ways to achieve
the security and peace we want.
We must understand that we
are only one member of a world
community ,nd have no right to
force our point of view or our

system on others. If our
American system is so superior,
let our happiness, well-being
and ability to solve problems be
the reasons why other; want to
emulate u:; and seek onr help.
The United States, instead of
relying more and more on
military power, should be
working to modify and
strengthen the U.N. If that can't
be done after several years of
serious effort, then perhaps the
United States and other nations
who choose to join should
organize and support a new
world organization in which the
power of individual nations is
more realistically represented.
Through such an organization
the member nations would seek
to solve their problems.
Our scientific advances and
technology have made war
obsolete. Now we must modify
the U.N. or build new international institutions to
provide the security and peace
we all want and deserve. David
E.
Christensen,
Proressor. Geography.

Reagan in '84? Who's there to stop him? .
. BARRING ANY unforseen
cl~cumstances. R~nald Reagan
Will be reelected 10 1984.
Now that ] have your attention, let me give you a li!t1e
background on ho~ ] ve
reached that conclUSion and
wh~ I'm willing to risk my neck
on It.
This year marked the 20th
anniversaries of two importa~t
historical events: Dr. Martm
Luthe.r King..l's. Mar<:h on
W h t
h h h
as m~ on, uurIng W IC
e
gave hiS famous "I Have A
Dream. to • speech, and the
f J hn F K
a~SSlDation 0 0
.
enedi
th
n
. e ~ a Igat vef ese aga:~
Dlversarles ~ 0 0 cover . '
they were VIewed as events 10
themselves. And as the media
recounted the stories and
achievements of these tw~ men,
some used the opportumty to
point out that society's
dreame!'l' are dead - that
we've kIlled them all.
BUT I THINK America has a
drearner n·ght now, a drearner
who·may have as lasting an
impact
as
the
abovementioned: Ronald Rea"an. He

oJ'

..
won a landslide vic~ory in 1980
on the strength of his dream
lsom('. I'm sure would call it a
nightmare) and his·abjlity

t.o..
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Rod Stone
Student
Ch' f
Edilor-in- , Ie
communicate it
to
the
American people.
Reagan's dream is not a new
one: peace and prosperity for.a
strong America. But hiS
methods of achieving ·those
goals are radically different
from any tried before and they
were what people wanted to
hear. Reagan's vision "f peace
and srosperity struck a dt"Cp
chor in manY.Americans.
IN I""A people were.tired o.f
high ta'"""'xes, tl'red of seeln~ theIr
money go into the ederal
government but never come
bee
out. Americans in 1930, . ~~e
of the Iranian hostage Sltua lon,
were sick of thls Cf)'.iiltry's
aJlPlt rent helplessness in
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foreign affairs. They saw
Reagan as a way out.
And. if opinion polls are to be
believed, they're stit! behind
him even after some predicted
his downfall over the Lebanon
and Grenada debacles. and they
will still be behind him in 1984.
The power of Reagan's dream
has not diminished in the eyes of
the American people.
This is a dire<;t. result of
Reagan's most Imp~rt~nt
quality: h.is .ability to msplre
I Th
borne out by the
peop e.
I~ IS
fact that hiS support shoots up
enorm. o.usly after he appears on
teleVISIOn.
IN TODA Y'S image-oriented
society this ability is essential
f
' did te t be successful.
ora.c:an a ?
. h all the
And It s an.area ID ~hlc es are
Demk.ocratlc candldat
lac mg.
In 1980, Reagan was com·
pared with Her~rt. Hoover,
promising prosper'r ID the, face
of catastrophe. This won t be
possible in 1984 (no. not because
we'll all be blowr. off the planet)
because Reagan
. IIhas been
ot full efof
fective econorOlc yjJ! gh his
idle rhetoric. An a ou
be
foreign
policy
may
disastrous, that is not the issue
h
. <Is f ost
uppermost in t e mID f) m
Americans.

d

It would take a catastr~phe,
or perhaps a candidate With a
more inspiring dream. to unseat
hiHl in '84. Since the Democrats
are lacking in the latter
category. they'd better hope for
catastrophe (which means.
ironically, that one of them
would have to be elected).

LET'S
LOOK
at
the
Democratic candidates for the
presidency, the prime of their
party, leading off with the
"frontrunner," Walter Mond;.Ie. Not exactly an inspiring
figger of a man. Mondale has a
bad case of the "I'm a really
boring guy with ideas that ~av~
been tried before and faded
Syndrome.
Next up, I suppose, wo~ld be
John Glenn. Glenn is the kmd of
a guy who still says "n.>..at-o"
and "keen" as in "1 think flattop haircuts are really neat-o."
Speculation that "The Right
Stuff" will propel him to the
White House is unfounded. A
friend perfectly.described.how
Glenn comes off m the movIe: a
real mallethead.
mEN.1 GUESS, would come
Alan Cranston, who may not be
older than Reagan but sure
looks it, w1:ich in this day and
age is not an asset come elec·

hon time. The Qn~y dre~ms lie
has ~re Hoose m which he
d?Csn t have t~ ea.! soft. food a~d
hiS tet;th don t gIVe him sphnters. Well. I su~pose there.. s t~e
Nuclear ,:,re·~ze. I doubt It ~1I1
carry him. to vlctor~. ut
somebody wl!1 have to fd"c e ~e
~oesn'!.look hke he cou rna e
It on hiS own.
G
H t
Now ~e com.e to .ary ar.
who thm~. hiS ~o~t~~~~rsa~
pear~nce Will r;TI~m Senator
awnho werentseaClolntheeway to 1600
O
Pennsylvania Ave. A little over.
rs a 0 Now that's a
2O yea. Thesge'days youth and
drea m
style can make up for a lack of
substance, but he's asking too
much. The only party he's a
threat to is his own.
WE WOULDN'T want to
leave' out Jesse Jackson. What
surprises me about his. campaign for the presidency IS that
he's willin~ to take the. cut in
salary from running hiS non··
profit organization, PUSH.
Also, the White House cannot
compare with Jesse's mansIOn
I'n the Chica."o
,., suburbs.
k
The!' there's Reuben As ew
and Ernest Hollings, who speak
Cor themselves.
I just hope Reagan ca~ keep a
straight face through thiS whole
h.
t mg.
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Crowded
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County jail space
hard to come by
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Ry Jt'nniff'r Phillips
Staff Writt'r

While the state tries 10
alleviate overcrowding in its
prisons. another element of the
criminal justice svstem sec::~s
almost starved for attention:
the county jails.
The jails are a much-used
resource and the wear-and-tear
has taken its toll.
"There are 98 county jailS in
Illinois and I know of oiJ.!y about
20 which meet state' space
regulations." said Williamson
County Sheriff Harry Spiller.
Like Illinois prisons, the jails
lack cell space, personnel and
funds.
Those counties not meeting
the Illinois Department of
~orrections' county jail stano2.rds have been given
deadlines to upgrade their jails.
The Williamson and Jackson
County jails are two prime
examples.
,J,\('KSO:ll COl':'iTY has been
given until 1986 to expand and
upgrade its jail, located in the
county courthouse in l\lur'lhysboro. The main problem is
cell space. Fifty square feet is
required for each prisoner but
hckson County's cells have
only 42 square feet of floor
space.
"Then> an> 98 county jail.

in Illinois and I know of

onl... about 20 which meet
sta~e sftOce N>gula'ions •..
-- Harr;v .~pi!l,.r
Other factors that a 1982 DOC
inspection report listed as
needed were the separation of
inmates by offense, tamperproof light fixtur~s. metal
mirrors anchored securely to
walls in cells and detention
rooms. cells free of litter and
trash. an available emergency
electrical power source in case
of a power failure. librarv
services. regular schedule of
academic instruction. and a
minimum of eight hours daily
recreation for juveniles.

di;~~~~n~Rry~~ ~r~fi:~~~~,

950Capoc.~

to relocate. but where" It has to
the courthouse for
security reasons."
Built -in 1929, the Jail has 16
cells, with four bunks to a cell. A
person could usuallv have his
own cell.
"Then, when it was built. the
space W(!!' (lmple." Kilquist
said. "Now the avprage
population is 30 to 35 prisoners a
day. That's ('ven up from 1982,
when it was 2 to 25. When there
are women prisoners. the ",en
in tnose two cells are shifted
over to the other sections."

" Central.a Correc:honat

be near

'I5OCopoc•..,
10 Duum ":OIr«tionot

I50Capex,..,

II. VNtnnCI Correctional Cen'"

8ISCapex •..,
12. tent Moline COf'r«ttCftO~ (.ret

460Copoc''''
1]

Dwight CorrlKhonot (.., .... for Women
_(apex,..,

14 Menard ~yc:htG'rl( Cen""

315Capex'",
Under Con!i"V(hOl'

15 Jocksanvi'leC'''''e<:hOl'lQJ

C...,,~

5OOCapex'",
16 lincoln Cor,echonol C..,.er

5OOCapex'",

Wfo;fo;KE:IIDS ARE even more
crowded, sometimes averaging
45 prisoners, he said. This is
partly due to judges' increasing
use of mittimuses, offenders
serving weekend sentences in
the county jail instead of im·
priso"lment in a stale in·
stituti'ln.
Kilquist· sai<: the overcrowding jeopardizes security.
makes feeding the prisoners
more difficult. increases
chances of violence and increases stress and tension.
':Peopl" say, 'Wllo are they
gomg to harm: They can't get
out ... , he added. . 'Well. they
harm themselves. Then they
have to go to the hospital and
that means manpower and that
means hospital bills, which are
paid with county money, which
those people provide."

11 Vl4!'nnol1

_Capac,'"

18 Oatnrllle Correc1tonal Cen ....
9OOCapoctJy
19. DIllion Corre-r;hlQnGl Cent~

Graphics by Troy Brown
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Ry Jennirer Phillips

Staff Writer

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw
Sheriff Harry Spiller in a Williamson County Jail cell.

PRISON: Population doubles in 8 years
of the John Howard Association,
a Chicago-based prison reform
group. "They need some type of
training or therapy. alcohol and
drug abuse counseling. It is
amazing the numher of
prisoners who are developmentally disabled, mentally
retarded, alcoholics or drug
addicts, and they are getting no
help.
"They continue to expand the
capacity and the IJeds continue
to fill," Alberbing said. "But the
administrat~on is really starting
to come around. No one really
wants to keep building prisons.
They want to get to the root of
crime and stop warehousing

hpandadtootolol copucfl'yof

Inmates' i:
. views about
prison differ

SPILLER PAINTS a similiar
picture of the Williamson
County Jail, located in Marion.
It has been given a 1900
upgrading deadline by DOC.
With 16 cells and a capacity of
46 inmates, the jail can legallv
hold only 16 inmates. The four.
bed cells have 56 square feet of
floor space.
"There are usually 30 to 35
inmates," he said. In October
and November, h.,wever. the
jail went over capacity five or
six times.
"We had to turn awav five
weekenders once. release- a few
on notices to appear in court.
plus a few slept on the floor in
the visiting rooms." Spiller
said. "One weekend. we had to
cancel visistation
rights
because we had prisoners
sleeping in those rooms."
, ILUNOIS JAILS are using a
reservation system with the
DOC in which they must reserve

bu~ that's not always po~ible:"
5a;ld J.ack~~n Count.y Sheriff Bill
Kllqulst. SomethIng has to be
done, but expanding the jail
would not be feasible. We need See COUNTY, Page 8

continued from Page I
SIXTY PERCENT of the
prison space is maximumsecurity, 30 percent is medium
and 10 percent is minimum.
Howell agrees that the DOC
needs to expand the number of
work release and treatment
centers and said that it plans to
move toward more medium and
minimum-security prisons with
more rehabilitation programs.
Others. however, do not place
so much faith in the DOC. .
"There are people in prison
who are not well-served by the
prison system - non-Violent
offenders,
first-limt'
offenders," said Ellen Alberbing

C""'"

C..,t~

bodies."
BUT ACTUAL movement
away from "warehousing" has
not yet happened, she said.
But, according to howell, 65
percent of the prisoners
definitely belong in prison.
"We have to have space for
them," he said. "But building
won't solve the issue. The real
issue is whether we want
everyone going to prison."
Calling it "an unmitigated
disaster," Alberbing contended
that the decision to allow
double-celling in new p!"isons is
a mistake.

"1 can't even SC't justifying it
as an emergency measure
because I don't believe they'll
back off," she said. "It can only
have a bad affect because the
newer prisons are where
prisoners are active in
programs. Now the~ will be
cramped, too."
The four maximum-security
prisons in Illinois have alwa~~
used double-ceUing. Howell saUl
the two prisons affected ~y. the
repealed law. which prohlblt~d
double-celling in prisons bUIlt
See PRISON, Page 6

AI doesn't really fit the image
of a convicted murderer. At 18,
he looks more like a short,
skinny high school boy gettine
ready to head for college. But,
instead of textJooks and
classrooms, he's greeted each
morning by prison bars and
f~'II(lw inmates.
AI is one of 2.620 inmates at
the Menard Correctional Center
in C:.ester and, like each of
thE'm, he's what the prison
system is all about.
Illinois' prison (Nercrowding
has brought much attention to
the prison system and many
questions about its purpose.
Should rehabilitation be
stressed'? Can it be effective? Is
imprisonment
punishment
enough or should prisoners be
further punished by taking
away their basic privileges?
Prisoners, however, seem to
be the last people asked about
the system.
AI says prison has been a
positive experience for-hi~.
"I spent more of my teenage
years in pdsons than in
society," he wrote recently in a
letter. "Has prison not
benefited me?· Yes, 1 say. The
extreme essentiality that prison
life has done to me is make me
much more appreciative of the
things I'm without. Sad to saY,1
didn't know how preciOUS my
freedom was until I lost it. I
assure you that there is good
tha~ can come out of prison."
Others, however, say prison
and recent changes in the
system have taken away more
than their freedom.
The lllinois Supreme Court
ruling which restricts Illinois
Department of Corrections
Director Michael Lane's use of
early release and meritol:"'US
good time weighs heavily on
See VIEWS, Page 7
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after 197B, are Graham and
Centralia.
BOTH HELD 750 prisoners
before the double~elling and
now hold 9';0, according to
Howell. He admits that the
p~on programs and facilities
s~er when the capacity is
increased beyond what they
wJre designed for but says that
tlte existing single cells can be
w{ed as a "management tool for
thOse who behave."
"That's why we didn't doublecell the whole facility," he said.
"We can deal with 950."
Even though the situation was
called a "crisis" and drew
widespread attention within the
last year, overcrowding did.,..'t
happen overnight.
The Illinois Criminal Justice
Authority released a report in
July which traced adtJt prison
population changes from 1941 to
1983.

ACCORDING TO the report,
the population w?S as high in
1941, with fewer i lStitutions, as
it was in 1981 -. about 12.000
inmates.
And, although re~JOrted crime
in lliinois generall:1 increased in
the early 197OS. the moc adult
population declined through
1974. when it reached the lowest
level of the entire period
examined. However, between
1975 and 1983. it more than
doubled."
.~Those involved with the
pn;on system cite the foUowing
~asons for Ole increase:
_4. ...... In~rease in the Dumber of
an-ests.
... ··In the early '70s there was a
wave of more federal money for
police training," said Jackson
County Sheriff Bill Kilquist.
"The police are getting better
but corrections hasn't caught
up. The system is becoming
backlogged. "
- Determinate senten~ing.
Under determinate sentending, initiated in 1978 a
judge sentences a person to a
sfll:Cifk number of years as
pIcked from a ~pecified range.
For exam}lle, class X felonieS~
carry a mmimum of six and
maximum of 30 years imprisonment.
Under
indeterminate sentencing, the
judge imposed a maximum and
minimum number of years but
didn't specify a number
The law has been called a
"political ploy" on the part of
Thompson.
"Class X is good politics and
bad public policy," said
Alberbing.
Calling it the "crime-of-themGnth club,·' she said the
coicept of determin'lte sentencing is good [>ut that
la*,makers are usmg it
ir~spl)nsibly by introdUCing
m-9"rl;ltory minimum sentences
fo, more Cl1mes each month.
- Regulation of early or
"'nref'd" reJeuc.
The DOC used early release to
stabilize the prison population
until the Illinois Supreme Court
said the policy contradicted the
mandatory sentencing laws.
The governor's task force
recommended the adoption of
an emergency release act which
woold allow restricted use of
early release when the pris,')n
population is above capaci~.
But Thompson dropped pl8J'.! t!!
ask lawmakers to appmve the
act this fall and pushed for
additional funds for conS~Jction.

Alberbing said early release
is used successfully in other
states and that Lane just made
a "political mistakp.."
- A baby boom In the 1960s.
This produced a lot of males
in the 18-to 26-year-i>ld range,
who seem to be the most crimeprone, Alberbing said.
&- PoIiti~al "get tough on
crijae" attitude.
'''olitics is a major problem.
Fr~y, the election year is a

bad time to try to make changes
because the politicians are
going to say what they think the
public wants to hear. Politics
get in the way of what will
benefit everyone."
According to Howell, the
number of criminal cases filed
in Illinois increased 38 percent
between 1977 and 1981. Consequently, there was an increase in the number of trials.
About one-third of those cases
- 700,000 i·l 1981 - end with
prison sentences and "the
prison system hasn't caught up
yet," Howell said.
Now that DOC has begun
solving the immediate over·
crowding froblem and the
"period 0 aggravation" is
probably over, Howell said the
department must look for longterm solutions.
IF PRISONS must be built,
Alberbing said, "minimumsecurity places inay cost a little less and that could be another
rationale for going that w ybut
we can't appeal only t" the
pocketbook.
''The crime rate isn't up but
the fear of it is. You have to ~a1
with that and be sen.c;itive," she
said." People are I!cared and
they have to be convinced that
you can spend a lot of money
and still won't be safe."
Rebabilitation is considered :
ker element in solving UIt;
pnson probl~D! and one that ha.c<
been miSSing for too long from
the state's philosophy of incarceration.
"Ninety-five percent of the
people who go to prison come
back out into suciety, " said
Al!Jerbing. "We all know that
prISOn only teaches them how to
commit crimes better ... do you
want the guy to· come out
knowing how to murder instead
of rob or do you want him to
come out working, repaying his
victim and fitting back in?"
.....MOWELL SAIDHowell said
all the priSOns have basic
educatinn programs. The
averaf", inmate has problems
reading and writing, he said, so
those subjects are taught, along
with the ones leading to the
General Equivalency Diploma.
College courses are provided
and inmates can get associate
and
bachelor's
degrees.
Although it is rare, Howell said
the DOC can also arrange for an
inmate to do advancro degn:e
work.
Inmates must participate in
educahon
training
programs, ranging from the
GED to vO"..ational, at the
medium and minimum-security
prisons. Centralia, for example.
has courses in baking, he said,
and the Vienna Correctional
Center has a synthetic fuels
technology cla'iS.
"They are constructively
active,' he said.

MAJOR STUDIO SNEAK PREVIEW TONIGHT 9:20 pm
'''O.e. CAB' is 'ANIMAL HOUSE' on wheels!"
Hollywood Reporter
HI had the best lime of my life ••.lots of kneej
slapping, laughing and yelling!"
~

Uz Smith. New 'at Daily News

The;r cars were broken.
The;r company was almost out of business.
And eV£ln the drivers were wrecks.
Then they met Albert Hockenberry,

a small-town boy with a big dream ...
that, despite these impossible odds,
they could make it.
And now, no (''lEI - not even the sleazy
commissioner nor the crooked competitionbetter stand in their way.

Trtey won't .fop
'til file, get to file top.
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DOC WOULD like to expand
the programs in maximumsecurity prisc,ns, according to
Howell, but lack of space and
interest makes it difficult.
A community corrections act,
supported by the governor's
task force, will be introduced in
the legislature next year. The
act would allow each county to
tet up its own alternatives to
prison .Ind would enable judges
to be more selective in sentencing offenders to prison.
Restitution would be stre..;sed
Counties would be subsidized
by the state for each prisoner
kept and not sent to a state
institution.
Another emergency measure
passed by the General
Assembly was $2 million to
Illinois' large counties to beef
up their probation programs.
Thompson and prison reform
groups want a statewide
probation system which would
See PRISON. Page T
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their minds.
centive for prisoners and a Student programs. "U's inside
Lane was granting 90-day managemE'nt tool for DOC,. a person. I'm a firm believer itt
chunks off prisoner's sentences HoweIISaid. Each lnsiliuton corrections but our prisons are
to control overcrowding. The now has its own policy and a reflection of the philosophy of
Sup .. eme Court ruled that 90 provisions for new mmates.
our criminal justice system."
days could be awarded only
"What the Supreme Court did
Some inmates said the idea
once du.."ing a prisoner's sen- was arbitrarily lengthen the that rehlabilitation exists io the
tence.
.
senter..:e that the judge in- present prison system is ab. As prisoners contend and tended," Gerber said.
surd.
DOC spokesman Nic Howell
About 15 inmates in an SIU-C
"There's a 'please accept
confirmed. the ruling wiped out class taught at Menard spoke what we do to you' attitude. You
the use of meritorious good time about rehabilitatioo aspects of have people who leave prison
(MGT) time earned based on Dlinois' prison system.
very angry," one inmate said.
attitud~, adjustment and job
"For retu.hilitation, you bave
Another said, "Society is very
performance.
to create an atmosphere for apathetic about prisoners. I was
"They are taking away in- . inmates to want to learn," said . before I got in here. But
. centives of a lot of prisoners," jim Lipert, an Inmate anOcIfrt
said Bill Gerber, an inmate in for the Handicapped Vocational See VIEWS. Page 8
charge of the BeUeville Area
College program at Menard.
"There is a negative attitude
and less participation in
education programs."
MGT was a valuable in-
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Salakl Spirit laYI root the
SALUKIS on to a first place ;Inllh
at the BUSCH SHOOTOUT
TONIGHT & SATURDAY, DIC.'& 1.
Tonlaht. Dec.'
7pm-Salukll VI. Columbia
9pm-Alcorn State VI. Mercer
. .tu....y.

Dec.

Because of the Christmas break this may be your last
waekar:d before the end of Jonuary, 1964 to experience the
party we throw so wen at FRED'S.
We'd like to thank the following groups in 1983 who made
FRED'S the special place it is.
n..
,.oty. ttle o.toy poup..... "--She'.......... ....

._to

...... ,.....,..................ty

unify the program and lessen
officers' caseloads. According
to the task force report, "the
program could potentially
divert 750 offenders, enough to
fill one prison," and save about
$8 million.

1.

7pm-Losen of Frlday'lgamel
9pm-Wlnnerlof Frlday'lgamel

.... .--. ...............

a . _ r-a. n.. ...... poorly.

It. . . . . . . .1iI.. ChrIt, .... c----HunII,.""..... ~,.""....

SAlUBDAY

7:30p.m. Music Fran SaInt
Anchws Concert

No..: lwo rnon-It1s ego our own - . CJPI"'D tuM rM'f nt'IG Of FIfO'S • tt.y .... stttt golng
~.lott"""~tOIftCII"ICa.tronedatFUD'l.Frankol~HoIf"'llnlow-.with~

sc-Cial

otlcaor'MfHrolI

8:00a.m Holy EucharIst a'ld Semon:
Bishop Hultsirand
lO:OOa.m. Baptism, Conflnn,tton,

Holy Eucharist, Sermon: Bishap

ALBERBING SAID funding is
controlled county by county
under the present probation
system and is fragmented
because each one spends what it
wants on the program.
"Right now, it's little more
thar a slap on the wri~t," she
sa:j. "In Cook l.ounty,
probation usually means filing a
piece of paper which says the
per:;on is on probation and
seeing a probation officer once
every three months.
"If I were a judge, J would be
reluctant to use the probation
system because there is no
punishment involved and I
would want to send them to
prison, where they would get
some punishment."
She said that probation is
used in more than 60 percent of
the felony cases and the prisons
are stiD overflowing.
Alberbing said another type
of facility which must be expanded is the pre-release
center, which helps integrate
prisoners back into society.
"You take a guy who's been in
Joliet lor seven years then you
let him out with a new suit and .
$100. What do you think he's
going to be able to do?" she
asked.

Hulstrand

MIC Vln~'''.

TONIGHT
7&9pm'

$1.00
STARRING

CLINT EASTWOOD' AND SONDRA LOCKE

_ _ _ ._Acoo.NN_c-.D
SHOWS DAILY 1:00 3:4' 6:30 9:10

I!!I

' . . D'S A PLACE TO Min SPECIAL PIOft.I.

FRIDAV: AREA CODE 61. SAT: CHARLIE T.
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a space with the prisons before
transferring prisoners.
Although there is peri(ldic
backlog, both Kilquist and
Spiller said the svstem has
presented no major problems.
ther reasons cited by Spiller
or jail overcrowding are
islation passed early this fall
equiring counties to keep
risoners with prison sentences
f 3M days or less, more arrests
aust> of improved law enreement techniques and the
increased use of mittimuses.
"There has always been
overcrowding in the jails, but
before we could go to another
county jail with the overflow,"
he said. "Now they don't have
room either and the state has us
making appointments before
they take ours."

~

KILQUIST AND Spiller see
construction as a short-term
solution but say the concept
bebind inca~ceration has to
change before the state and
counties can alleviate the
ov('rcrowding and the conditions which it breeds.
"It doesn't work now. it never
has worked and it never will
work." Spiller said : bout
Illinois' prison system. "They
need to try something dif·
ferent. ..
At the county level. jails can
p,'ovide more rehabilitation. he
~id. His jail now offers
~Iigious services, alcohol and
ctrug abuse counseling and
courses for the General
f;quivalency Diploma.
li "I'm not saying they can all
&e rehabilitated but there's a lot
1rho would be turned around,"
he said. "They can build more
prisons but five or ten years
down teh road, thfOv'll have the
same problems. 'We need to
.reduce the recidivism rate."
THE PURPOSE of thE'
programs, he continued, is to
get the prisoners interested and
let them develop contacts with
churches, for example, which
Co"n help them fwd jobs and get
help when they are released.
Spiller said diversion from
the state corrections system
must happen at the county level
since most of those prisoners
. haven't committed major
crimes yet.
"There are people with
college degrees who can't get
jobs, yet we expect these 17- and
18-year-olds to go out there.
with no real skills, and find a
job. They're labeled and many
times come from unstable
families."
Kilquist stressed tbat efrfctive alternatives to in~ation in the state prisons
a,e possible.

( ,..\. AND ORGANIC FOODS. BULK GRAINS,,,,,,,
~

But Williamson County is now
consulting architects about
expanding its .=ourthouse and
jail, which were built in 1971.
The expansion would !nclude
increasing the jail's legal
e::pacity from 16 to 71.
Spiller said they are shoot;ng
for an early 1985 completion
date at an estimated cost of $1.7
million.
JACKSoN COUNTY Board
members have talk.!d with

architects, Kilquist said, and
talked about relocating the jail
near the courthouse but have
not made definite plans.
"The board
is
being
cautious," Kilquist said. "It
involves a lot of money and will
hav€' a lasting impaet on
Jackson County, not only in
monetary terms."
As for the 1986 deadline. "the
DOC is being more Ihan fair,"
he said.

2
«

Fresh, local Cider
Specially Drawn for Naturals

;

with no preservatives

2

$1.65/halfgallon ......

~

Natural's

~

prisoners leave with the at·
titude that society doesn't care
. about them and that will be
important."
About 900 inmates are
enrolled this semester in tile
vocational and academic
programs, which include
courses
in
journalism,
psychology, psyrhobiology,
short story writing and cinema.
Career counseling, AlconoJics
Anonymous
and
special
edl1cation courses are also

available. Drug rehabiliation
and group therapy programs
were dropped.
The inmates see politics as
the main barrier to a better
prison system.
"The politicians tell the
voters what they want to hear,"
one inmate said.

------Frankly, We Are

---- -
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OVEFtSTOCKED!
lIent ..... Color T. V. $25.00 per month
'awT.v:••15.00 ..... _rn
T.V.IIepoI.. F•• &'I .....teo
prle.. are 10 low, that Z.nlth won't

Our
allow us to
advertl.. them. everything In the stcr., from 25"
conllol.. to 13" portabl.., Is drastically reduced.

BUY NOW AND SAVE!

:lP(Films Presents ...
m~I~]~1\l\JID.N.lo.Bll.1S1.&11IfIIla~]~I@r

Two from Stanley Kubrick

Dr. Strangelove
or: How I Learned To Stop Worrying

~

And love The Bomb

Peter Se[j"rs, Stet'ling Hoydon, Geroge C. Scott

$1.50 each or both for $2.00

l~mllrlilim~~j~~~~~~~~~~I~_II••\@jl\~j~~\~~~~~jIljljNff[m~r~m~~j
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KOTTKE

l'mERE ARE other alter·
"tives, like community servfces, stiffer fines and
~lties, restitution," he said.
'We can punisb and deter and
give society a breather from
UiiSperson iii different waYs~
But for now, Kilquist and
Spiller must work as sberiffs all
over tlJe state are working for
an immediate solution to their
problems.
The two counties had talked
about a possible bi-eounty jail,
although Kilquiiit said he was
never asked his opinion about
the idea.

Friday. Decemlte,9
8:00 P.M. $10.00 & 8.50.
No cameras or tap: recorders

m%1 ~~~!"~~~~~!!~
0

Mail and credit card phone orden; Mon.fri; 8:00a.m. 10 6:00p.m.
52.00 discount per tick.' with Jo"" Prine tick.t .tub. Call
. '53·3378.

*
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P"on .. S.9·28.o11

"Wo servi{:e what we sell"
Although prisoners lobby for
reform, they say their opinions
go unnoticed and their
questions unanswered.

~
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Bond revoked for murder suspect8
ROCKFORD lAP) A·
Winnehdgo County judge has
revoked $500,000 bonds for two
"of three Chicagoans charged
with killing two men and
dumping their bodies along
Interstate 90.
Circuit Judge John W. Nielsen
revoked the bonds of ('onstantino !\lola. 1:1. and Steven T
Crowley. 20.
In a written motion. Assistant
State's
Attorney
Rc,"ert
Gemignani argued Tuesd;.y
that tx>nd should be revoked f()r
Mola and Crowley I:>ecause
"statements from two of the
defendants" showed even

I

•••

TAN

greater proof of their guilt.
The two - along with
Crowley's 15-year-old brother,
Sean - are charged with
shooting and stabbing two other
Chicago
men
in
what
authorities say was an apparent
falling out among suspected
thieves. Police said the 15-Yf'arold also gave them a statement
incriminating himself and the
other two.
The victims, Thomas A.
Mitropoulos, 18, and Ronny
Troche, 21, were found dumped
in·a ditch along the west side of
1-90 just south of the Wisconsin
state line.
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Sunday night 5-9pm

P A ...

We have a Christmas Gift for ~ For the
entire month of December, tan as often as ~
want for only N •• per • mlnut.....onl
NO UMIT ON SESSIONS-SAFER TIiAN THE SUN
300 E. MaIn (east of Bank of Carbondale)
529-3713

Buffet Hours:

Sun 11·2 and
5-9
Salad and garlic sticks M·F 11·2
Tues. Eve.
you can eat.
5:30-8:30
. (Sun. night. buffet
at Carbondale store
only)
out itS Pizza Inn.

.2....

I .....

5

ALL YOU CAN-EAT

1...

Buy any OrIginal Thin Crust or
Deep Dish Pan Pizza, and get
$3.00 off a large, 52.00 off a
mediUm or 51.00 of a smaD size
pizza. Present this coupon with
guest check. Not valid
DI
wllhanvolhmoffer.
&plndon ll/Zll8l

~ ~

JIlzulaal.

BE A PART OF •••

slue'. SUPER SPORTS WEEKEND

u
c
Sat •• Dec. 10. 11:05a.m.
#1 Ranked Salukis
vs.
Nevada-Reno
at
McAndrew Stadium
L...L.~_ _....L-----1'" in Division--1-AA Semifinals
At the SIU Arena-Fri.-Sat., Dec. 9-10,1983
Sat•• Dec. 10

Fri., Dee. 9
Columbia
Gl -

7:00 p.rn.

Southern Illinois
9:00p.m.

Champion

Alcorn State
G2 - 9:00 p.m.

Mercer
Loser Game 2
7:00p.m.

Third Place Winner

$7.00
$5.00
$2.00

Reserved Seats
General Admission
SIU Students

Tickets Available At:
SIU Arena Central Ticket Office

Loser Game 1

Added Attractions
Have lunch with the viaitina teamI and cOaches at tLe
SIU Student Centerl"ridav, 1 b.S LID•

•••

Aamd ''Youth Clinic" SaL, 8:JO.I0:00-Lm. at SIU Aieaa.
Gracla 4 thna 8 welcome. Come clraeed. •.no locker
t.cWda available. Saluld Coach Allen Vu Winkle aDd
tiler three head coaches .ill direct. FREE.

Call 453.. S341
(CBS Telecast Biacked OUt In
Southern Illinois)
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'Live' press conference opens U.S. Grant exhibit
together.
.
"I did my best to establish
peace," Grant said.
tnysses S. Grant gave a press
"History
will
always
conference on Thursday.
remember men like President
No, a ghost of the former Lincoln," he said. He described
President did not haunt the' Lincoln as a considerate leader
campus. Rather, Dan Haughey, who governed with firmness
theater graduate student, and lilenUeness.
#ssumed the role of the man he
He and Lincoln "had a
bas been portraying for a year. common desire for peace."
The press conference was to When Lincoln was assassinated
kick off the University Grant said he thought "we had
Museum's exhibit, "u.s. Grant: gotten ourselves into another
Man of War, Man of Peace." war" and that violence might
Ha~ghey will become Grant rule the country.
"Believing in a cause and
agam on Sunday when he
presents his original one-man being willing to fight and die for
show, "Mr. U.S. Grant: A Man that cause" were qualities
and a Patriot." at 2:30 p.m. at which Grant said aidt>J him in
the Museum Auditorium in leading the North to victory.
Faner Hall during the reception
Grant said he was knowu as a
for the exhibit.
"slouchy so~dier" during his
Haughey, dressed as Grant in years at West Point while
military uniform and smoking a Robert E. Lee, wh~ later
cigar, answered questions commanded the Confederate
about Grant's life and career as soldiers had a much better
general of the Union army reputati~.
during the Civil War and as 18th
The two had "mutual respect
President of the United States. for each other" but were never
Grant said he had "no am- really friends. "Lee was a fair
Jillion..of be~ President of the and capable general," Grant
':Jnited States, ' ~~ "h~roes are . saTcr,DuT the press treated Lee
Jilted to ~Iti~~
_ unfairly.
His intention as President
This will be Haughey's 25th
_was to b~ the country back performance as Grant, a ~e he
By Joyce Vonderheide
Staff Writer

.Nancy gets 40-/00t
WASHINGTON

(AP)

Nancy Reagan was given a 20foot Noble fir Thursday that will
stand in the Blue Room as the
official White House Christmas
tree.

Yul~.!rfJe

"Next time you see it, you
won't recognize it," the fll'St
lady said at the North Portico,
where the 26-year-old tree
arrived in a horse-drawn wagon
decorated with huge sleigh bells
that could be heard for a block.

has performed over the past
year across JIIinois, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Virginia, Ohio and
Florida.
The exhibit features contrasting im!lges of Grant
through photographs, prints,
paintings and cartoons. Grant is
presented as a sensitive family
man, as <I bumbling president
and as a hero by the different
artists.
Funded partially through a
grant from the Illinois
Humanities Council and t.he
National Endowment for the
Humanities, the artwork was
gathered
from
different
historical
societies
and
museums.
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-FINALS WIEKSTUDENT TRANSIT

UDENT
RANSIT

ONLY

TICKETS SOLD AT

'39.75

715 S. ;JNIVERSITY AVE.

ROUNDTRIP
OFFER EXPIRES THIS
FRI. DEC. 9 reg.S44.75

ACT NOW
& SAVE
.529·1862

ON THE ISLAND-UPPER LEVEL
(BETWEEN CAMPlJS CYCLE & THE HAIRLAB. BEHIND 710
BOOKSTORE)
DEPARTURES
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY.
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

DEC 13
DEC 14
DEC 15
DEC 16
DECI7
DEC 18

....Rill!..B.t:

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

OPEN MON·FRI

40¢ Drafts

$2.00 Pitchers
75~

Speedrails

50¢

IilwENBRAU

~O~ Seagr~ms

75¢ Jack Daniels
Saturday

8:00-2:00am

301 N.lllinois Carbondale
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Speedrails
Schnapps
,eppermlnt. Spearmint.
Clnnlmon. Apple

65~

JAN
JAN
JAN
JAN
JAN

II
12
13
U
15

1O:3(). 1:30P.M.
2:30PM·6PM
SAT & SUN NOON·3PM

The A~erican Tap

percent financing
on all our new cars,
trucks and'vans
(no restrictions)

'lilt

I

1983

EXPRESS BUS SERVICE
TO CHICAGO & SUBURBS

'nee Iftltludes Covpon OiacGUnt
Ca-pons Avoilobl. (II Trek., Oul'-"

12.75 .

Super Saluki Do!!s "-

I

ONE-WAY ALSO AVAILABLE

offers

,

Some of the work includes Puck was an American
lithOgrarhS by Currier and Ives, magazine during Grant's time.
perso:la and family artifacts
Preceding Haughey's !Ohuw, .
and Civil War mementos. Also bavid L. Wilson Qf the Ulysses
on display are critical cartoons S. Grant Association will
by Puck artist Joseph Keppler. present his views on Grant.
..........................................................................
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Good Luck
to
the Salukis

USO refuses to back
athletics fee increase
By Bruc(' Kirkham

Starr Writer

The Student Senate defeated a
resolution supporting an $8 per
semester increase in the
student athletics fee Wednesday. and Bruce Swinburne,
vice president for student affairs, said he will take the
proposal to the SIU Board of
Trustees without student
government endorsement.
Mter 35 minutes of oftenheated debate, the senate voted
13-4 with three abstentions to
defeat the resolution.
An attempt to amend the
resolution to support a $5 fee
increase failed about four hours
into the meeting because of a

Wisconsin chief:
weapons freeze
requires actio"
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - Gov.
Anthony S. Earl says civil
disobedience
and
mass
demonstrations may well be
required for the nuclea,·
weapons freeze movement to
succeed in influencing government policy.
Earl delivered a guest lecture
Wednesday at the University of
Wisconsin in a course called
"Perspectives on Nuclear
War." and one studellt asked
him about an apparent fail:rr~
of the dpmocratic process to
influence policy on arms
reductions.
"It apparently is going to take
some~hing more than we have
done to date." Earl replied.
"and perhaps it's going to have
to take on the dimensions of
what did happen in civil rights
in the 1960s, and what did
happen in the Vietnam War.
Whitt's happened to date does
not seem to have galvanized
enough support from those we
elect."

Beg your pardon
It was incorrectly reported in
the Wednesday issue of the
Daily Egyptian that the Carbondale
Federation
of
University Teachers is planning
to get officers from the National
Education Association to speak
at a meeting. CFUT is planning
to ask officers of the American
Federation of Teachers to speak
at a meeting.
In the same story it was also
repor~ that Herbert Donow
would not be president of the
Faculty Senate during the
spring semester. Donow will be
president through the end of the
spring semester.

NOW"aTUIiNG

.aaarirO".n ......

---

....

• Whltt·..........
."..,,~

• No. a_II.....

OUrl .... co.......
• Full Servlc. k<:!tI
Fount. In .. Dell

Mon-Sot.l00m-6pm
Sun.12pm-6pm
South of Murphpboro on
R_I27apprOlCI_1y

lack of a quorum of senators.
USO President Bruce Joseph
said, "We didn't get to vote on
the amended resolution, but
that doesn't mean that we don't
have a stance."
The senate defeated a motion
to suspend the rules of the
meeting, thereby preventing
Swinburne from addressing the
senate.

th~~~;i~:~~,l~~I~:~rn~~~

support," Swinburne said. He
declined to speculate on the
e(fect of lack of student support
for the proposal when it reaches
the Board of Trustees.
The
Graduate
and
Professional Student Council
,!dopted a resolution to not

support an athletics fee increase 01 any amount.
Swinburne presented the $8
fee increase proposal to the
senate Nov. 16. the same night a
resolution supporting a $10 fee
increase ·.vas defeated.
The $10 fee increase plan
proposed free student admission to all Saluki athletic
events. The $8 plan did not
provide for free student admission.

The $8 plan calls for $2 to be
used for the formation of a
repair, replacement and
modernization fund, with the
remaining $6 would be used to
offset projected budget deCicilL

10% Off
ALL CALENDARS

i~1

Just South of McDonald" s on the strip
VIS4

549-5122
• Greetln. Cards
• Dun.eon and Dra.ons
• Other Role 'la,ln. Games
• State LotteD A.ent

I • full Line of Books

~--II

WE NOW BUY USED PAPERBACKS

-we special order book -

W~~~~~";B:.~~~~~~

Academic units to have say in woods policy
By Bruce Kirkham
Starr Writer
The Campus Natural Areas
Committee decided Thursday
that academic units using
Thompson Woods for teaching
and research will be allowed to
specify trees and other woody
exotic plants not native to
Southern Illinois forests that
llley wish not be removed from
thE' woom..
At its last meeting ine
committee established the
policy
for
the
future
management of Thompson
Woods, which will be to "return
the area to a condition
characteristic for a site of this
type in Southern Illinois."
This plan would call fo\" the

removal of all woody exotic
plants, which includes s;JE!cies
not native to the woods. Committee members determine-d
that non-native trees used for
teaching purposes should not be
removed.
Most of the exotic plants were
transplanted
near
the
perimeter of Thompson Woods
hv Physical Plant news. ac('OrdiJi~ to Duane Schrt>eder. a
:epreselltative of the ..:amp!IS
services office.
The Forestry. Plant and Soil
Science. Zoology and Botany
departments will list species of
exotic plants used in class work
that they wish to keep in the
woods.
Robert
Mohlenbrock.
professor of botany and

~

spoke~man

for the group. said
the committee would consider
each request "one by one if
necessary.' .

The cammitte(! also considered methods of honeysuckle
control in the wllods. The
committee deti'rmined that thc
best method for control wa~
herbicide application.
The type of herbicide to be
used "as not determined. but
the committee discussed the
possible use of Roundup, which
is the ht'rbic;de used by the
Illinois Department of Conservation.
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LUNCH SPECIAL
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GAMES
GOOD RESTOCK OF
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
BOOKS, MODULES & FIGURE SETS.
ALSO IN STOCK
TRAVELLER GAMES. ETC.
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Don's Jewelers M~N

107 N. Park

..00 S. illinois
Carbondale

Herrin

Christmas Specials
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Gilbev'sill
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Easy-Stort Electronl( Ignition

• Potented. Automo'IC Oller for
Trouble-free SarICh..,," lubrlcotlor
Dlophragm Carburetor for
AU-Position Operation.

J89

CS-290EVl

Bet.

$

•

9

With Free Case

~:;:::~~~:kou' lor Add.': Operata<

EASTGATE.

• I-Year limited Warranty.··
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MARK WILLI
SMALL ENGINES
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LIQUOR MART
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109 N. Washington
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-Campu s Briefs- A~::J~::~A:~~~":t:::,::~pa~m:~' ~":i~~O:::~::~"~'~~S'
wn'IE:-.i'S STl'()I(o;S \\ ill
hold
annual op<'nhous(' in
honor of ('hristmas. II;1nukkah
,wd tht' Solstic(' from :1 to ~ p.nFriday al th(' \\ on1('n's ~llIdics
lIolls~. H(l4 ('hautaufllIa Hnad

,In

SOl'TIIER~

('Ol~!'iTIES

Anion l\!ovem{'nt will have :m
openhl.luse ('hristm;1s party
from ~ t06:~Op.m Friclay at Ihe
SCAl\l office in the hasement of
the Ut'rrin post office.

.\lfUlTlO:'IIS FOR fP('n and
\\ om('n dancers for the
Southern Illinois Rep('rtory
Dance Theatre Will be held at \II
a.m.
Saturday
in
Fun
Auditorium of Pulliam Hall.
Those interested should arrive
at 9 a.m. to complete applications and are requested 10
wear <'anee clothing.

. \ RAPE Survivor's Support
Group sponsor('d by Wonl('n's
Servicf's and the P ,Ipe Action
Committee is being formed. The
group will provide a supportiH'
(,m'ironmf·nt to people \\ ho have
h<'en \'ic,lms of sexual assault.
Thos(' interested Olav eall 45:15371 for an appouitrnpnt to
discuss participation in Ihe
group.

RE(;ISTR.\TIO:\"

WILL

2114 for Ihf T{'st of Fngh~h ;l~

;t

F(lr('ign Limguage. II hich "III
he J!i\en !'alurday, ,I:tn. 14
f{l'gistration \I III he held until
\\l'dne~dav "t \\oodv H "'04 for
the j'-ntrai1('p f'xan'ination for
Schools (If l':ur!'ing. \\ l1ich \1 III
also he )!i\'en S"turday. ,Jan. 14.

Justice Department announced
Wednesday it has ended a
federal investigation of international oil cc. .npanies
because there is no basis to
pursue "possible antitrust
action."
ASSIstant Attorney General
William F. Baxter, head of the

North Star . Creations

division,
announced
the
decision to close the &-year-old
investigation without any
prosecution.
Attorney General William
Fn:nch Smith ami Deputy
Attorney General Edward C.
Schmults
had
removed
themselves from the case to

Eairlngs $24
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14K Pinky Rings
$12&LJP

14 K Gold

~
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All Diamonds
in Stock
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Quaiity handmade grandfather & mantel clocks.
North Star CreadoDl
717 S. ill_ 457-8533
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50" oH
50" off
Christmas Special

Opal Snowfl~.ke Earrings 60% off

The investigation initially
began in 1977 with requests for
documents from seven U.S. oil
companies and four foreign
companies.
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You're Direct SoJrce for Jewelry

Ruby, ~merald
Sappmre14K

connict of inti'resl because their
former
law
rirm~
had
represented oil companies.

~,,-,

Hours: 9:00 to 5:30 Mon.-Sat.
I . ._"
"5....
, ......
Sundav
12 to
Phc.ne
549-1741
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SO~ FROZEN YOGURT
In a cup or cone

fun of ice cream-plus the good thIngs of yogurt
~~~~~ ~~a:!i~.t. Natural fruit flavors
All thE'

.19J. Spee ·a IThis coupon and 19i entitles bearer

...
I to reg. cup or cone of DANNY -YO
I_
(Coupon Expires 12120/83)
Ia_____ - ..- - -___ - - - - .
Q

Across from Bleyon. Next to lJnIwntty Cleanes

11('

held until !\Ionday at \\ oody R

THE 1984-1985 ACTI

FAMILY FINANCIAL
STATEMENT (ACT/FFS)
FORMS ARE NOW
AVAILABLE.

THE 1984.. 85 ACT/FFS WILL ALLOW YOU TO APPLY FOR:
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~passionto
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your punch with
jEverclear 190 proof
grain alec hal.

.. PE'JL GRANT
..ILLINOIS STATE SCHOLARSHIP COMMISSION MONETARY A\VARD
.. CAMPUS.Btl.SED AID
SUPPLEMENTAL GRANT
NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN
STUDENT TO STUDENT GRANT
.. STVD·ENT WORK

iiiciiii-'-·'.--i··I-.-"-·.-f---'.~.!!
~ !1io~W1ItIt'WCIQI'IO""'I'I&IItrvrpc~

PICK UP THE NEW ACTIFFS FORM AT THE OFFICE OF
S1UDENT WORK AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE. (Wood'y
Hall, B Wiilg, Third Floor) BEFORE YOU LEAVE FOR
CIIRISTMAS BREAK.
DO NOT MAIL BEFORE JANUARY 1,1984.
Paidfor by ~he Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance.
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invasion investigated

Carhondale police are investit;ating a horne invasion and
armed robbery at Lewis Park
Apartments at 5:42 p.m.
Wednesday.
Police said three white males
entered apartment Z1-E, one
armer. with a handgun and one
armed with a shotgun.
Roberto Venla, 22, Emanuel
('ae-hut. ~. L('onardo Favias.

~l,

I"rancisco Esteller, IS and
Glvnne Braithwaite, 22. told
poiice the men iorced tho:?m to
the floor. demanded all of their
money and bound their hands
and ft.oet with duct lape.
Taken during the robbery,
police said, were wallets. a
wristwatch and a necklace with
a tolal value of about $375.

Trustees fonn academic policy committee
The Board of Trustees
Thursd.-l.Y approved the formation of an Academic Matters
Committee to deal with
aCCldemic policies at both the
Carbon:iale and Edwardsville
SIU campuses.
The Academic Matters
Committee becomes the third
standing panel, joining the
Finance Committee and the
Architecture and Design
Committee.
The n'~w group will be
responsi~le for reviewing and
recommending to the full Board
proposals for establishin~,
allocating and abolishing
coll~ges. schools, divisions,
departments
and
other
.:ciucational units.
Other areas which wiD corne
undp!' ~:Ie auspices of the new
committee
include
the
Resource Allocation and
Man~gement
Program
documents and responses to the
Illinois Board of Higher
Education's yearly report on

program reviews.
to'acuIty Sena·te President
Herbert Donow qurslioned the
motivation behind the measure,
adding that he felt the matter
was being rushed through.
'1 think its important that we
all have time to reflect on the
implications of this," Donow
'laid.
Donow suggested that the
faculties at both campuses be
given added time before any
approval be made.
Board members said, though,
that a standing committee
concerned with academics
should have been established
even sooner.
Committee appointments are
to be mode by the Board
chainnan at the annual election
of officers.

Student can't give up dancing
BLOOMINGTON (AP) Yohiro Suzuki has a little
trouble with English, but she's
on her toes when it comes to
dancing.
Miss ~uzuki, a foreign ~tudent
at Illinois State University, will
be dancing the part of a
sllowflakt: in a local production
of "The Nutcracker." And she's
hoping her parents don't find

out.
After 14 years of training,
inclucling a week-long stay at
the Bolshoi Ballet in Moscow,
Suzuki's parents thought she
should be spending more time
on her studies. And, she says,
her parents thought she'd have
a bette!" chancf' to find a
husband at a university.

The native of Nagoya, Japan,
quit dancing four }ears ago and
carne to ISU this year through
an exchange program with Nan
Zan University in Nagoya
When she saw the course
listings. she recalls thinking,
"Oh boy! They have ballet and
my parents will never have to
know."
She says it took some time to
get back into shape because she
had gained 10 pounds since
coming to J~linois.
"The food is much sweeter
and greasier than in Japan."
she said.
Suzuki had danced the part of
a snowflake in a Japanese
"Nl'tcracker" production and
says "the biggest problem I'm

having in rehearsals is English
-- it's hard for me to understand
the teacher. So I'm memorizing
everything. "
And, she says. the style of
dancing is different: "The
movement style is different and
the Twin Cities Ballet doesn't
use as many jumps and spins as
we did in Japan."
"The Nutcracker." a holiday
standard in the United States. is
performed in Japan. 5'Jzuki
says, but the Japanef;e enjoy
another classic dUl'mg the
Christmas season.
"Our tradition is to hear a
performance of Beethoven's
Ninth Symphony," she said.

Foreig_n_C_a_r_P_B_r_ts
..•... GR~D OPEt~ING SALE!
"JII~
~

WEfl(S

/~----------------~

SELECT'IOLK$f(ACEN BE£TLE
MUFFlER KI($•••

,JPEC~

The plan, which was approved by bott> SIU presidents,
was
de,'eloped
through
Chancellor i'CpnTlcth Shaw's
orlice.

REG. '35.ZO

PLU!-

HOURS:
M-F 8:30-5:30
SAT. 10-2

NOW'20.00

:: An P,,,,

IS % OFF... ~_. _ I" SfIdt
OFFEIl DODD 12-$ THIlU 12-9

GwsAM~

CAll
529-16.44

++++++
+++4
HA.GAR~t
+- Friday & Saturday
+
+

I!iI

+

Have
A Traditional ChristmaS .
at Traditional Lending Rates

!

KILLER
BEES

-+-+-

+
+
+

:

Import Parts

104 S. Marion Sf. Carbondale
(Across From Bank of Carbondale)

(Exclusively from your Credit Union) .:: \ ...

,

.' .~~~:

,;.

:,;,\

Here·s a Hot Deal
For Cold Weatherl
--------------------,
I Tune Up (Most Cars)
I

14cy1.
I 6cy1.

Iacyl.

was $31.50
was $4;1.75
was $67.00

$23.631

$32.06 I
$50.25 I

L_~~E~~~.f~~_J

Ir-------------------~
Front End Alignment I
: $15.95 (Most Cars) I
L~eou.e~.e~.!.~!JL!L_J

Between now and January 31, you can bon-ow
between $500 t') $1,500 from SIU Credit Union
at the unbeatable rate of 12lk apr. for members
who qualitY.
Just in time for the Holiday Season, your Credit
Union offers you the best rate in town on a oneyear unsecured loan for those Holiday specials
you can't refuse .
......... .. . . . .
Instead of extending payments on your credit
card, come to SIU Credit Union and save
yourself up to 33lk in interest _harges,
Make the Holiday Season one to cherish. There

sl u

is ne\'er a pre-payment penalty at yom' Credit
Union. Call 618/-l57-3595.
CREDIT UNION
121 7 Wes' Morn SlreeI
Cortx:>r'>dOIe I\. 62Q01
01&-457·3505
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TOP

FOR

BOOKS
Don't be confused about where to sell
your books. Ask a friend and they wili
tell you that 710 is the store that pays

TOP CASH.

.

We'll puy top price for your textbooks,
. ·';0 matter whe~~.you bought them.

"When students compare, We gain a customer."

BOOKSTORE
. 710 S. ILLINOIS AVE

Hours:

M-Sat.8:30-5:30
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GPSC discusses activity fee
fh'

keeping the fee. and to \x>gin journed the meeting. and then
funding spc.
took an informal consensus vole
to maintaIn the fee and fund
Subsequent
dis<:ussion SP(', which was nearlv
focused on the fact Plat the unanimous. Greelev said GPSC
faculty. staff and the Car· will l'onsider the' fef' again
bondalE' community do not fO! mally. but she wanled a
subsidize SPC. but enjoy the preliminarv indication to rP)av
same privileges ,md. tQ some to the administration.
extent, lQW admis~ion prices as
undergraduates. Dave Rodgers.
a graduate student in business
administration urged a two tier
charge, one for undergraduates
and a higher price for graduates
and others.
liThe

John SIt'wart
Writt'f

Starr

A quorum call endfd the
(;raduate and Professional
S!udent Council meeting
Wednesday. as only 31 of 69
representatives were present.
n.e GPSC constitution requires
a majority of representatives to
be present to conduct official
business.
Beiore the call. GPSC
unanimously
passed
a
resolution advocating Thompson Woods be kept in its natural
state. and that the 18 speries of
exotic trees be preserved. while
Chris Dennis. a graduate
only removing unnecessary student in cinema and
honeysuckle.
photography, argued and then
Later representatives heard moved for passage of a
presentations concerning the resolution
urging
GPSC
funding of the Student maintain the current fee level
Programming Council by and fund SPC. It was then that
keeping the Student Activity Kathryn
Henningson,
a
Fee at $8.55. With the Stuaents' graduate student in health
Legal Assistance fee being education, called for a quorum
charged separa tely, ket'ping the call. which fell four votes short.
SAF at $8.55 would net GPSC an
additional $31,300 next year.
Greeley said that Henningsen
Bruce Zimmerman, director called the quoru'!! croly io see if
of the University Programm~ ;;.rtiilns taken would be
Office. Carcl Mufan, chairman legitimate.
of SPC, Bruce Joseph, president
of the Undergraduate Student
"Representatives still wanted
Organization,
and
Mike to discuss the issue and register
Greathouse, USO chief of staff a response," Greeley said.
spoke to GPSC to encourage After the quorum call she ad·

.. ,. Touch Of CI.....
Bring this ad & buy one pair of glasses.
receive the second frome free from existing
stock (including designer frames).
·can be different prescriptions.

TJ'. DI.COUNT LIQUO••
IIM •• MAI.

Colel. .t - . . In Town l l

-. .I..........

~

I.JLlt...
$2.99
• 1.00 Rebate

'1 99

IGI.
Dec

'.eIlDa.I...

* .oot.....
Special *
,..ml

$5'9

~

OI".'Yle

12 pack IIottl_

$429€~

Special Shipment For

GRAND OPENING
DECEMBER 10
F1NE Cl..OTIiING AT AfFORDABlE PRICES
ITAUAN AND FRENCH IMPORTS
lOO~ NAltJRAL FIBERS
PAaISIAN lEA1liERS

Moo-Sat
l0am-5pm

cam.pus
shOPPing
center

USD BOOK CD· OP
The Undergraduate Student Organizations' Book
Co-op is a beneficial program provided by your
student government. This service enables
students to tum in textbooks and set the price
for the books that they desire. YES! NO more
leeeiving SO% of what you paid for a textbook.
The Co-op process is easy to do, and takes only
o few minutes. Books ore collected in the Student
Center and a simple con~ract including book
information and set price, is signed between USO
and the student.
Textbooks are then sold to students by the
Undergraduate Student Organization, and money
from the books is then distributed to students.
You too could benefit from the Undergraduate
Student Organization Book Co-op Service.

December 12 -16

9:00a.m. -5:00p.m.

1.
2.
3.

Fill in the bIanI< with zmy McDonaId·s. menu item or entree.

R-!ITl""~ this bill coupon from this journal by zmy means necessary
Strol OWl' to McOonaId's _ campus. [If It seems late In the day
Of Dec. 9. 1983 rush to a McDonald's near campu.so thilt you
aren't left holding a big ex-coupon. Offer expires when Dec. 17. 1983

=

expires.

4.
5.
6.

Present blgc:cupon to bIg-'-tai McOonaId's person and """"one III Item ftBed In the blank. Btg.'-tai McDonaIds pe'SOII wID
r;.Je!/Oll AN01liER addItIonaIlDENllCAL Item absolutely

Bear In mind mat the oftor Is good from open IDlttl cIomg. The fill
breakfast menu Is good from open unllll0:3Oam. Very good lndoed.
Consider

an options carefully.

Ills your decision.

Buy one of these. get another one fi-ee.

Big decision.
~

sandwich. Quarter Pounder© sandwich
• Quarter Pounder with cn.se sandwich
• FIIet.().FIsh© sandwich. ~ hamburger
• ~cheeseburgar. FI1!I1Ch fries (either size)
eAny ~[lII'I\I SIZele Any dessert
• SaambIed eggs. saUSBgII and huh browns e SaambIed eggs
and muffln e Scrambled eggs e HotcaIIes
e Hotcakes and . . . . . e Huh browns
e DanIsh 01' rnufftr. e Egg Mc:Mufftn© sandwich
e Sausa!Ir BIscuIt wtth "!lIe Sausa!Ir Biscuit
--'-~

eEggBlscuIteBIKuIt

My Big Decision is, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Last chance to make your big decision!
Cash redf'mptton valUl! Inc o( • Call
lJrUt one couPOn per customn pet '¥iSH

Student Center South Solicitation Area

SAM * SIGMA KAPPA * AMA

I
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Calipre Stage presentation is a delight
B,' Lisa Nichols
Staff Wrilt'r

','he Department of Speech
Communication's lalipre Stage
is presenting theater lovers
with the opportunity to see oral
interpretations of two very
different stories.

v4
GRevlew
"William & Mary" and
"8ridgeport Bus" opened
Th.:rsday night and will close
after Friday evening'; perfurrnIlJ!rt;.
Before
dress
rehearsal Wednesday night,
"Bridgeport Bus" directer
Keith Hoerner explain.ed how an
oral interpretation differs from
a play.
Whereas a play is based on
dramatic literature designed
for the stage, Hoerner said, orlll
interpretations are based on

Dance studente
will give concert
88 8 ~final exam'
An dance concert. "Dance
Espresso," will be presented at
p.m. Sunday in Furr
Auditorium in Pulliam Hall by
SIU-C dance students.
5

prose. The narrator in the nove)
or story becomes a member of
the cast to guide the audience
and other characters through
the stOry.
Hoerner said that often the
characters themselves speak in
the third person about themselves in order to share their
thoughts and feelings.
"William & Mary" was
adapted by directer Adam
Fogelson, a senior in speech
communication, from a shult
story by Roald Dahl. The piece
is a comedy dealing with an
insensitive philos~pher'~ plans
to donate hJ~ bram to science
eftei' his death. His repressed
wife isn't informed of his plans
until he is dead and the deed has
been done.
Once the viewer is able to
catch on to the flash-back
scenes and the use of a narrator
who interacts with the cast, the
pi'esentation proves to be a
delight. The cast was naturalacting and well-prepared. Matt
Deichman, senior in radio-TV,
is especially convincing as
William Pearl, the cold-hearted

man who wishes to control his
wife's life even after he is dead.
Mary Fahey. junior in
theater. uses facial expressions
to the maximum, especially at
the piece's conclusion, to tell the
audience exactly what she is
feeling. Nanette Potee. junior in
speech communication. is the
play's omnipresent narrator
and Charlie Weber. senior in
radio-TV. plays the sinister
doctor who ha~' big plans for
William's b~ain after he dies
"Brl~geport Bus," adapted
by Keith Hoerner, senior in
speech communkation, from an
excerpt of a novel by Maureen
Howard, is a hit more difficult
to follow than the first

Karla Steffens. senior in
German and I':nghsh. plays
Mary Agnes' rebellious self and
LI!>8 Tecklenburg. senior in
journalism, is Mary Agnes'
dominated sell. The two actres&s' interaction with each
other leaves the viewer a bit
confused at times, especially as
to whether they are talking
about the past or the present.
Kristine Lacey, sophomore in
theater, portrays the mother.
who never m:SSi:s a cha:1ce to
nag Mary Agnes or remind her
that she's 35 years old a.nd still
unmarried.
If the vif'wer can keep the

characters straight. the piece. if
a bit deprno;sing, is sure to in·
volve him and make him stop
and think about the importan!"!'
of communication ir any
rela tionship.
Tickets for the double-feature
are $1, and may be purchasf'd
Friday from 1 to 4 p.m. at the
box office in the main officI:' or
the Departrr:ent or Speecil
Communication in the lum·
munications Building. Tickets
may also be purchased before
the 8 p.m. performano:e outside
the theater, which is located on
the second floor of the Communications Building.

IF THIS IS YOUR IDEA
SECURITY -YOU'RE WRONG.

pres~ntation.

Even the most secure door won't keep
a tllief oway from your valuable
possessions. Keep them safe at STOR-NlOK Mini Warehouses. located 1000 feet
from the City Hall complex.

"Bridgeport Bus" is a
dramatic piece about Mary
Agnes Keeley, a 35-year-illd
virgin who is forced to support
her mother after the death of
her father and the departure of
her brother. Mary Agnes is
bitter with her role in life and
with her mother for holding her
ba~k with guilt.

Nothing Else Feels Like Navy Flying.

Students selected from all the
dance classes offered on
campus, will present the concert; some of them will be
performing in public for .the
fIrSt time.
~
The coordinator of the event
is David Zambrano, a junior in
dance Who teaches contradance on campus and is an
excbange
student
from
Venezuela. He said that "Dance
EsPresso," is a final exam of
sorts. Zambrano said that the
conCert offers an opportunity to
present a wide range of exp....~ive movements from a
variety of dance classes.
Amnissioo is 50 cents.

The thunderous roar
making authority and
of jet engines rolls
management responac{Ossthe carrier's
sibility you have as an
.flight deck.
officer in the Navy.
On the ground, as
Throttles are at
full power, and you're
a Navy officer, you
waiting for the signal
work with and supervise
today's most highly
to launch.
skilled aviation professionals. In the air,
Now. The catapult fires. G forces
press you back into your seat. Suddenly,
as part of the naval aviation team, you
have about the most exciting job anyone
you're flying low and fast over the open
can ha\e.
sea. Zero to 150 in 2.5 seconds.
It's a uniquely rewan.ing job with
Nothing else feels like Navy flying.
Nothing. And when you become a pilot or pay to match. You start at $18,300 a year
flight officer you're at the very heart of it. - more than the average corporation
pays you just out of college. After four
Once you've earned your wings,
the Navy puts you in full control of a multi- years, with regular Navy promotions
and
pay increases. your annual salary
million-dollar supersophisticated
combination of jet aircraft and electronic climbs to $31.100. That's over and above
a full package of benefits and privileges.
wizardry.
Find out how much more a job in
And Navy training makes sure
you're up to the challenge. Rigorous flight naval aviation has to offer. Fill in the
coupon. No other job
training gives you the
-;:~o~;;:u-;;;- - - - ~ ;; 1 gives you the kind of
navigation, aerodynamics and other techniI ~o"~~=~I~!~~~7015
I leadership experience
cal know-how you need. I :-: ; Plp.ow Mnd me mort" information about beeom· I or fast responsibility
inK a memlx-,. of thr Naval Aviation 'Tham_ c0A.
get as part of the
Leadership and
I
I you
naval aviation team.
professional schooling
I Add.....
Apt - _ _ _ I
And nothing else feels
prepare you for the
I Ciry
St.U _ _ _ ' Z I P - I
immediate decisionI .......__ tCol...p/Ur.iwnity
I like Navy flying.

r

N._

.. Year

In

I

Cotlrp _ _ _ tOPA

laMa'orJM,nor' _ _ _ _ _ __

I PhoM
I
I l:,:I~=y~~.=::~=~-=~~t~==
mon-_c-." ....,p
JI
l ..=- .:::::u...:-!::. __ - - - NumbrrA.rwa Codotl
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t..o~lIWt... tllnd. d S.vy poIIl-

Navy Officers
Get BesponsibilltyFast.
'.
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Hufrs Radiator &. Auto Center

Observer died a slow death
H, .John Izumi
Silld.-n! Writ.-r
It hfogan in F('hruary 19111
\\ ith an ad intht> Daily Egyptian
s('('kin!f, pt.·opl.- "('razy t'nouJ!h
to wan' to start another paper"
in Carbondale.
For two vears nftt'r that. the
Southern clhst>rver offerl'd an
alt.-.rnativt' to those who wanted
to rt>arl 50ml'thing a little dif·
ferent.
And diff('rent the Observer
was. publishing fiction. poetry.
('artoons and think pieces - in
addition 10 s<)me pretty hard·
hitting coverage of local issues.
('specially the ('onvention
('enter.
Dave AUmore, who wa.s the
only editor or publisher the
paper had during its two years,
said the Observfr was l'tarted to
provide an outlet for local
writers who woold not ordinarily be PJblished by the
more establis:led papers in the
area. Very soon, he said, the
writing ;taff included a
veritable' Who's Who" of local
~~'!"iling talent.
Among Ihese ... hn {'~ntrihuted
to the (lbseTver were many who
went on te. positions at other
papers or went into publishing
themselves.
Although the Observ('r
started out as a quarterly
studt'nt publication. it soon
s(,\,pr!.'d its ties with the

IInivprsity
and
hl'lIan
publishing monthly. In less Ihnn
a yt'ar. il wns ('oming out ('vpry
two \\ ('('ks. In August 19I12.
"'tmor(' ,Iddf'd tE'ievision
listings. nationally syndicatro
articles and t'artoons nnd began
publishing w('('kly.
"We were helwt'en a rock and
a hard Place," said A!tmore. a
former graduate student in
F.ngJish.
"Going wt'ekly inevitahlv
. w('ak ..ned our ability to puhlish
the lund of artici~ that Wf'
coold when we had an entire
month to research. write and
edit," he said. "But we cooldn't
afford to krep up the monthly
schedule. We were losing too
much money."
So, in the spirit of all
businessmen whose backs are
agGinst the wall, Altmon'
followed the dictum. "when in
doobt, expand."
In fact, not only did the 35year-old former
F.l'!glish.
leacher begin to publish the
Observer weeki" . he a Iso
started a paper in. urphysboro
to increase his advertising hase.
The plan might have worked,
too, ii Cincther newspaper
publisher hadn't ha'd tlie same
Idea. As it was. though. the
Murphysboro Times lasted for
only three issues hf'fore
merging with the Southern
Observer.
knew
.. ,

('ouldn't
support
two
newspllpc-r5 if a city tht' size of
Washington. n.r·. ('ouldn'I,"
Attmore rt'ml'mN'1"S no\\'. "hut
we had ('oml' 100 far to turn
back. I figurpd Ihal it would he a
hrief skirmish. and it \I as."
"When the Southern Illinoisan
started a \\('ekly l\Iurphysboro
pap('r' too, and our INlin
financial hacker withdrew. that
didn't ht'lp ('ith('r," ,\ttmor"
said.
"Wt' never r('allv rt'covered
after that," Attmore said. "Wt'
'hung o!! until March, Ihcn w('nl
back to the monthly format. hut
it wasn't the same."
Last September, he launched
a short·lived entert2Jnmt'nt
gUide, fo'ree Time. but found
that it fat'ed most of the same
problems as the Observer:
"Too much work, for ~oo little
money."
And after seven issues he
threw in the towel.
About his publishing fOX·
perience in (,arbondale, AU·
more said, "Southern Illinois is
.. good place 10 live and raise a
family. But it is hard to make a
living in, unless you are Yo ith the
lfniversityor own real ('state."

Huff's has The Complete Auto Repair Service
We can repair any make or modei. forf'ign
or domeii,c (We have Expert Radiator & Heater
-~-.. repair. wit" new rodiotors and "eoters in slock /
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I
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I
I
I
I
I
II
BaNI" M.n' I liz, ,.
1-$6.99 to $19.99
I
"Iff fIIifII ,., UII,.,
I EGYPTIAN SIDECAR CO.
I Murphysboro,IL 684·6754
&In" '"'Iff' iI';"" in c,,.,,,.,,
!I
hove other sheepskin prod:.Jcts also.
10%

We
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" ....,
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........................................

3:7pm
Friday Nite

Wioa
GI<MII . . , . . _

'Wi,1h ttle price of fine jewelry today. it's good to· .
know that a Jewelry-quality !:iiladium ring is now more
affordable 'han ever. Save-and choose from a variety .
of beautiful S!'~Ies. !!:t.p.n personalIZe ~~ nng wi!I:l ~~. '.
opllOns that express your tastes. your interests. your
achrevements.
.
Every Jine Si.adium ring IS crafted with caTeful attention to delail. and backec by the
ArtCarved Full Ufetime wa".anty Now, at these
savingsllR]((1~YEIJ
the value is exceptional' Don', '"iSS this opportunity to gel a
beautiful buy on a fine Silad!om ring. Visit the ArtCarved
Ring Table soon.
•
.
CLASS RINGS. I 'IIC

special

Date Dec. 7·Dec. 9

Time 9:30·4:00pm PlaceJJNlVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Deposit Required MasterCard or Visa Accepted.
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Board OKs shorter work week
for civil service employees
Un~versity

employees will be
workmg a 37.5-hour work week
begining this summer under a
plan approve£i by the Board of

T~~~ee:h~~~~d' hours will
become effective July I, 1984
and will apply to civil service
range employees and some
administrative-professional.
staff members. Some office
hours are expected to be
redetermined upon approval by
Chancellor Kenneth Shaw.
In taking the action the board
noted that most State-paid
employees and all state
universities
except
the
University of Iilinois already
work the shorter week.
Civil service employees have
sought the shortened week for
the past several years. In-

Judge orders
Flynt to return
to California
CHICAGO (AP) - A federal
judge Wednesday ordered
magazine publisher Larry
Flynt returned to California to
face charges stemming from a
court appearance during which
he wore a U.S. flag as a diaper.
U.S. District Judge Frank J.
McGarr also let stand a 6O-day
~Iltence he imPosed ;:1 i"lynt,
40, after a court appearance
here in which the publisher
cursed and spat at him.
McGarr said he "is concerned
that Mr. Flynt's bizarre conduct
may reflect a lack of mental
capacity." But he declined to
order Flynt committed to the
federal prison hospital at
Springfield, Mo., for JJt;ychiatric
evaluation because that would
interrupt Flynt's court ap·
pearances.
McGarr ordered U.S. mar·
shals to escort Flynt t.o Los
Angeles for a contempt hearing
Friday befilre U.s. District
Judge Robert M. Takasugi, c;nd
said he wowd leave it up tl)
Takasugi to decide whether
Flynt should be hospitalized.
Flynt, a paraplegic since a
1978 assassination attempt, also
faces a Dec. 16 hearing in Los
Angeles. The hearing concerns
his alleged failure to pay
$20,OOO-a-day fines imposed
after he refused to say where he
obtained audio tapes linked to
drug
charges
against
automaker John Z. DeLorean.
The tapes allegedly indicate
that federal agents used death
threats against DeLorean's
family
to
coerce
the
businessman into taking part in
a_$24 million cocaine deal.
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creased costs and scheduling
problems have bP.en cited as
reasor.:; for not adopting the
plan.
The issue has come up for
board consideration several
times since it was first proposed
in November 1981.
In other action Thursday the
board approved expenditures
totaling $87i,OOO for stn"c!t and
parking IQt repair proj~ts.
The work, which includes
repair and resurfacing of
parking lots and campus drives,
\~ill be financed from traffic
and parking revenues through
the Parking Facilities Account.
No state-appropriated funds
will be used for the work.
Subject to approval by the
Illinois Board of Higher
Education, the work is

scheduled to begin early next
summer, according to Allen
Haake, chi('f architect.
The board approved the
expenditure of $684,000 for the
resurfacing of parts of Douglas
Drive,
Lincok
Drive,
University Avenue between Mill
Street and Grand Av('nue,
Pulliam Drive, and Elizabeth
Street south of Mill Street.
The four parking lots to be
resurfaced at a cost of $187,000
are lots tOO and 10~ at North
Washington Square, lot 62 on
Logan
Drive
near
the
University Park dormintories
and lot 41 at University Press.
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EVERY NIGHT
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FREE POPCORN

529-3755
CARTERVILLE 985-3755
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DOESN'T DAD DESERVE A STIHL
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Sure he cloes. The world's
greatest dad deserves the
world's greatest chainsaw.
It's one sure way to help
tame the tough jobs.

~Jhim

....

This year, give him the best-give him a Stihl.

According
to Clarence
Dougherty, the work will be
performed by Physical Plant
Engineering Services.
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Jimi Biggs Formerly Of
"The Headquarters"
Proudly Pre.ents

iltu.iona
HAIR DESIGN

PERM SPECIAL
$30.00

(Includes Cut & Styling)
_ L "1"~"lhll. .,
~".IL

9:00-5:30 fu".-'rl.
9:00-4:00 Sclt.
~529-2f7r For Appo/nrm.",
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WESTOWN MALL
CARBONDALE
549-3011

PMIt III & DtROTaIltI

sue &AIIOCIM SW&mRS 24."
MASTER CHARGE, VISA, kEVER'S CHARGE
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS HOUIIS Dec. 12-201
Weekdays 9AM-8:3OPM, SAT. 9AM·5:3OPM
Open Sundap I-5PM
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:~"""GREAT SHAPES
FITNESS CENTER
Rt. 51 SOUTH 529-4404
.. SHAPE YOUR BODY
RESHAPE YOUR LIFE"

Private phone lines for dorms
may be included with updating
By John Stewart
Starr W~iter

Dormitory re;.jd~nts may
have their own telephone lines
by 1985. And, a direct link for
personal computers from the
dorms to the University's
mainframe computer may also
be possible.
But General Telephone may
no longer be the dorm residents'
phone company.
"We have to look toward the
future," said Sam Rinella,
director of University Housing,
who is prt'paring recommendations for the administration on upgrading
residence hall phone services.
Rinella said the biggest
change he expects to propose
~U be that every dorm room
',Iave its own phone line.
Currently, four residents are on
each line and phones are busy
much of the time, especially at
night.
Individual phone Jines would
allow students to use their 0\11111
terminals to hook up with the
University s
mainframe
computer, Rinella said. The
capability to accommodate
computers will be important in
~he future, he said.
Rinella will give proposals for
new phone service to the admininstration by March 31, he
said. His report will consider
what type of service will be
necessary and the effects of

federal deregulation on dorm
phone sen:ce.
Rinella sai1 he was still only
in the "talking stages" of
g('tting his pro,lOSals together,
and plans to discuss them
turther with the University
Housing Lil'.ison Committee
before any decisions are made.
Once proposals are approved
by the administration, the
University would open up
competitive b:!!!I;ng to phon('
companies. Rinella said he
hopes many phone companies
submit bids, as competition "is
how you get a good deal."
There are still many logistical
considerations to be worked out
before Rinella's plan could be
implemented. The telephone
lines now in the dorms are those
of General Telephone. If GTE
didn't win the contract tte lines
would have to be removed.
In addition, the University's
mainframe computer phone-in
lines are already crowded,
according to David Young, the
resident assistant at Delta Chi
fraternity. Delta Chi bought a
computer terminal in October,
which membel1l use to hook into
the University's mainframe
computer "The number of dialup hnes would have to be increased if any dorm residents
started using the computer as
, much as we do," he said.
"There are many advantages
to having your own terminal
instead of usinJ( the terminals at

• Aerobics. Wei1!hts • Sauna.
• Jacuzzi. Sun Cabinet.

Faner," Young said. He can
\vork on weekends or whenever
he has a short period of free
time, without the time expense
of going to Faner Hall. There
are a few drawbacks, such as
full screen editing cannot be
done from homp terminals with
the University's current set-up,
he said. Also, students using
tnrminals still have to go to
Faner Hall to pick up their
computer printouts.
Charlie Campbell, associate
director of computing services,
said there are currenUy 20 dialup lines. He said that if more
students start using terminals
from their dorm rooms, then
arrangements would have to be
made. He said he didn't favor
increasing the number of dialup lines, as those have to be
handled by the University
operators.
A better solution might be to
set up lines which only carry
data, which would go through a
switcher to the computer,
Campbell said. A switcher was
installed at the computer center
by the telephone service a few
years ago, and computing affairs was able to reduce the
number of dial-up lines from 100
to 20, he said.

GlUE HfR A FITNESS GIFT
CERTIfiCATE fOR CHRISTMAS
HOURS: 8:00am-8:00pm

GIFTWRAP
DECORATIONS
CHRISTMAS CARDS
toys
han·jcrafts
pottery
imported chocolates. coffee
Open Sundays
Thru Christmas
1pm-6pm
•

_ _ IO-C
2D9 •. illinom

t~,:::,~:~:,1
549-8013
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Arrow khnapp. 750ml

DATE

Dec. 7-Dec. 9

TIME
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mos' con"enlen' sfore In
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'own oil.,., a Wide selecflon
~
of ch. .se. mea's and fresh
baked bread.
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Now's the time to think about
your college ring. Not Just any
ring-a 14K Gold College Ring from
. ArtCarved. The karat gold jewelry
that's deSigned and handcrafted for
lasting value.
. And now .m ArtCarved 14K Gold
College Ring is more affordable than you
think. Choose from an entire collection of
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and
save $25 This offer is for a limited time
onl~~ so come in and see all the great
ArtCarved styles Wlth the custom opllons
that can let you have the ring of your
choice. the way you want it. So graduate
in style. Graduate to golc.i1

~2

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

DePOSIt Requored
MastetCard or V,sa Accepted
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Tree growers
wait for years
to make profit
By the Associated Press

Armed with hatchets and
saws, wearing boots and parkas
to protect them from the snow
and coid, customers are
Clocking to Christmas tree
farms in Illinois to select and
cut the family tree.
"We sold a few trees before
Thanksgiving," said Bob Grady
of Trivoli. "But, I'm l()(Jking for
this weekend to be the biggest."
Grady, who has 50 acres of
Christmas trees in Pt!oria
County, is one of 300 to 400
growers scattered around the
state. They are trying unsuccessfully to meet the public
demand.
"Winois is baSically an importer of Christmas trees," said
Ted Curtin, a University of
Illinois forestry specialist.
"Most of those choose-and-cut
farms could sell three or four
times as many trees as they
have."
Grady is no exception. He has
more than 2,000 Christmas trees
ready for this holiday season . not enough.
. "We're always short," said
Grady, who operates the
business with his son. "We just
have more customers than
'trees. We're increasing our
planting so some day we may
catch up."
Despite the shortage of
Illinois Christmas trees and the
profit potential in raising them,
Curtin said there were
drawbacks to the business.
, For one thing, it takes about
eight years for a tree to grow
I tall enough to cut
"There is a long interval
between the time you plant a
tree and you sell it," said
Curtin. "That's <I long dry spell
before you see a penny."
The business also requires a
lot of hand labor.
Every year, seedlings must
be purchased and planted about 1,000 per acre; the forest
i must be treated with chemicals
to control weeds; trees must be
pruned and shaped early in the
summer.
"We do that so the customer
will end up with an artist's
I conception
of a Christmas
tree," said Grady. Otherwise,
trees eQuid be crooked and their
branches could be far apart.
There are potential problems,
too. Grady said tiny mice and
uge deer may chew on trees
and kill them; insects and
di!,pases may damage or
d£:troy trees; severe weather
. an take a heavy toll; forest
1'fires can put a grower out of
usiness
.
I
"I've heard people say they'll
get into the Christmas tree
business when they retire," said
Grady, secretary of the Illinois
Chrismas
Tree
Growf'rs
Association. "There are a lot of
risks and it's hard work. I tell
them they better retire young,"
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2-DAV PARKA SALE
Saturday. Dec. 10 & Sunda,. Dec. 11 Onl:,
9:30-6:00PM

I :OO-5:00PM

Was
N.F. Sierra Parka $135.00
N.F. Larkspur Ski $160.00
$165.00
.R. Serrows
.F. Bison
$122.50

Now
$105.00
$99.95
$129.95
$99.95

SED BA'ITERIESl'17.

(WITH TRADE-IN)
.............................

~.

In Mil ,,,,.bora. tolre 127 Norfh
to Indu&triai Parlr Rd. (acroas
rom McDoncld·s). Turn left at
Irst .top sign. then left alain to
As.tociGted Battery Supply.
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Call 687 .. 3344
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USO majority votes to approve
increased Health Service fee
focus of the general education that "library affairs has
program."
reached a stage where adGuyon reported that the ditional changes cannot be
The Student Senate approved GECC is in the process of made without irreversibl,!
to
collections,
a resolution calling for a raise of consulting academic units on damage
programs and
$13.50 per semester in the their reaction to the GECC acarlemic
Student Medical Benefit fee report, which recommends research activities."
Wednesday in its last meeting of elimination of 66 of the 120
courses in the program.
In other business, the senate
the semester.
The senate also unanimously unanimously approved a bill to
The USO resolution .ecomopposing
approved
a
resolution
recognize
the Iranian Students'
mends that the 5MB fee be
raised from $fiG per semester to further cutbacks in library Union of SIU as a Registered
services.
The
resolution
states
Student
Organization.
$73.50. The resolution also
recommends that medical
benefits be increased to include
full coverage for off-eampus
medical care.
The benefits now require
students to pay 10 percent of
incurred off-eampus medical
Because of Convention
care, with a $20,000 limit on
Center Project.
coverage.
The resolution calls on the
Downtown Store Only!
~~~lth Service program to
AD during exams Can "US McDonald's will
Imtiate a $40,000 non-program
remain 0{X!I'l aD nkitt as a study lounge.
Everything in the Store
budget cut. Sam McVay
FREE
COFFEE will be available between
director of Student Health
9:00 P.M. ancl6:00 A.M.
Programs, told the senate that
each $1 raise in the student fee
results in a $40,000 increase in
the Student Health Program
Also All store fixtures &
budget.
showcases for sale.
The resolution was amended
during the meeting by senators
from its original form, which
called for a $7 per semester fee
increase and a 10 percent
. . .·s
reduction in off-campus
WltTER:Jm ljellE
medical benefits.
308 S. Illinois Avenue
- 3 1 $ $. IW_ ArE 529·3151
~
Carbondale 457·5913
McVay, was scheduled to
Mon.·Set. lOem·5pm
meet with USO and Graduate
and Professional Student
Council representatives to
equitable
negotiate
an
agreement.
Do You MI.. Mom'. Sunday
Senators
debated
the
rewording and content of the
resolution for more than an
hour before approving the
The Oasis Has Family Style Dlnnen
amended version by a vote of 16
Every Sunday
to 1. Joel Nikoleit, senator from
the West Side, cast the lone
Frlfl'd Chlcleen with Six Side Dishes
"nay" vote.
The GPSC approved a
~
$3.50 Pitchers of SpeedraUs
Served in Bottomless Bowls
resolution Nov. 30 calling for an
~
(Gin & Tonic, Rum & Coke. Etc.)
increase in tne 5MB fee of $15 in
llam.7pm
fall and spring semeriers, and a
~
65.Speedrails
$15 reduction in t'.e summer
ALL YOU CAN EAT
semester.
~
75iBeefeaterGin
Just Like Home
McVay told. the senate that
75. Jack Daniels
the fee increase is necessary to
oUset a projected $429 deficit in
Adults
95. Bottles of Heineken
the Student Health Program
fiscal year 1985 budget.
or Moosehead
The senate approved a
resolution
proposing
a
65. Watermelons or Kamakazis
restructuring of the <;:tudent
Activity Fee, which would
~ TON/CHT: JJYH LG BAR SM BAR
change the method of allocating
funds
to
the
Student
Programming Council.
SPC funds are currently
allocated by the USO through its
fee allocation process. The
method proposed by the
resolution would allocate SPC
RockVldeos
funds before the activity fee is
divided between the USO and
the GPSC.
In effect, the plan would
~
result in a $1.75 increase in the ~
activity fee because that
amount is presently removed
from the fee for the Students'
Legal Assistance program.
The senate approved a
resolution calling for the formation of a separate fee for the
SLA program, while maintaining the current level of the
fun.
activity fee.
Mike Greathouse, USO chief
of staff, said the additional :
revenue would be placed in the
Student Organization Activity
Fund, which is allocated to
student organizations.
A resolution was passed
supporting
the
General
Education Curriculum Com·
mittee's proposal to consolidate
and reduce the general studies
program, contingent upon the
fact tha t the GECC maintain the
current pass - fail option.
John Guyon. vice president
for academic affairs, spoke to
the senate regarding the history
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •¥ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
of the effort to "sharpen the
By Bruce Kh-kham
Staff Writer
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SALUKIS from Page 32
developed a good P.8ss rush."
Dempsey would like to see a
repeat of Saluki quarterback
Rick Johnson's play against
Indiana State, when he completed 12 of 23 passes for 179
yards, with or." interception.
"He was in 1.3mmand, in
charge," Dempsey said.
Even whee Johnson completed just four of 11 passes in
the second half, Dempsey said
Johnson performed well in
running the Club.
The Salukis had two scoring
drives in the second half against
Indiana State, and missed out
on another on a botched field
goal attempt. That drive lasted
for more than 10 minutes as the
Salukis moved the ball 60 yards
on 16 plays.
Carey Shephard will get his
second straight start at tight
end. In his first appearance
since leaving the Oct. 22 Indiana
State game with torn cartilage
in his knee, Shephard caught
four passes for 79 yards, including three passes in the first
half.
"He did a real good JGb,"
Dempsey said. "He has that
football sense."

Dempsey said Shephard
needs to imp~ove his blocking,
which is wnat Shephard said
after the Indiana State game
Saturday.
Nevada-Rent' Coach Chris
Ault likes to call his offensive
line a "wide-bodied 747,"
because of its size. Standing at
an average height of 6-foot-3,
the linemen weigh out to an
average of 241 pounds.
Dempsey, though, said he will
not make any major changes
for Nevada-Reno. "We'll just
go at them like we've gone after
everybody else this year,"
Dempsey said. "We've faced
other big people."
Ault said his squad might run
some s~ial plays, but Dempsey saId he does not expect
Nevada-Reno to run any.
"They're too goocl," Dempsey
said. "They don't need them.
But if they do run any, we'll be
alert for them."
,
Dempsey said he has seen
Nevada-Reno run for a twopoint conversion when in the
kicking formation for the pointafter-touchdown.
But he said if the Wolf Pack
was going to run any trick plays

they would prob&bly come when
Nevada-Reno is in punt formation, depending where the
Wolf Pack IS on the field.
Dempsey said Nevada-Re!!!!':;
kicking game is sound, and not
with just three-time AIlAmerican place-kicker Tony
Zendejas.
Zendejas has kicked 29 of 39
field goals this year, along with
all 40 extra point attempts. Aull
said a 6O-yard field goal is not
out of Zendejas' range.
Dempsey said there would be
a good char.ce that his club
would be starting at the SIU-C
2O-yard line whenever Zendejas
kicks off, which usually ends up
with the ball in the end zone.
Nevada-Reno punter Bret
Dales has averaged 39.1 yards
per kick this year, with his
longest of his 66 punts going for
54 yards.

~

93. They were beaten by Loyola
of Chicago 86-82.

They are led by 6-foot-6 forward
Aaron
Brandon,
averaging 27 points a gam.~. He
is shooting 62 percent from the
field. Alcorn's center is &-foot-8
Tommy Collier. He is averiging
17 points and 10.7 rebounds per
game. Six-foot-9 forward David
Palmer and guarcs Eddie
Archie and Michale Phe:ps
round O.Jt the Braves' lineup.
Mercer, 13-15 last year, is 2-1
this season. The Bears fell to
Stetson 91-76 Tuesday after
defeating Flagler and ~rgia
State.
Mercer will start 6-foot-8
center Joe Kenis, 6-foot-8 forward Tony Bolds, 6-foot-7
forward Sam Mitchell, 6-foot-4
~rd Melvin ~ndall and 6-

457-3308
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tickets at the door.
play a big role in the game
And don't expect to see Brent Dempsey said.
Musberger and Irv Cross in the -Even UNevaoa-Reno does not
McAndrew Stadium press box. have the crowd support because
Frank Herzog and Scott Hunter of its distance to~l!!'~n~le,
will handle the announcing Dempsey· said The Wolf Pack
chores.
should still be ready for the
The Saluki players are feeling 'game.
the extra pressure that goes
"You can get your team
with the extra exposure, Saluki
Coach Rey Dempsey said, but ready when there's nobody
there but you," Dempsey said.
"they are handling it well."
Even though only 6,000 advance tickets have been sold ior
the game, Dempsey said a
crowd of 16,000 to 18,000 would
not be out of reach with the
population in Southern Illinois.
"I think it would tw a shame
.e
to have a team of this caliber
'8I'Id people didn't come out to
support it," Dempsey said. "I
just hope it's not one of those
things where 10 years down the
road, 80,000 people are saying
they were at that game."
A supPOrtive bome crowd can

m

60:; E. Grand lewis Pork 529·33.e8
Hours 11·1 M·Th 10·2 FSoi I , Sun
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BLACKOUT from Page 32
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guard Elston Harris.
Mitchell, Bolds and Randall are
the leading scorers.
The Salukis take a 4-1 mark
into the Shoot Out after hanging
on to defeat St. Louis 69-67
Wednesday at home. SIU-C's
scoring attack haS' been wen
balanced, having five players
averaging points in double
figures.
Nate Bufford leads the
Salukis in scoring (14,8) and
Cleveland Bibbens leads in
rebounding with 8.2 points per
game. Bibbens has garnered
11.4 points per game.
After the Shoot Out, the
SaJukis wiD not play at the
Arena until Jan. 7 when they
open the Missouri Valley
Conference season against West
Texas State.
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CAGERS from Page 32

2 HAPPY HOURS EVERYDAY!
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Salukis, Put the Wolves ·on the Run!

Limited Supply of Popular Games & Software for Commodore 64
e Attack of The Mutant Cam.l.
e leach Head
eJumpmon
e Turtl. GraphiCS
eNeutral Zone
e Frogpr
',e"ts,.
KOALA PAD $89 ..95

Chop""'"

SAVE '13M.00 DOLLARS ON

THE GREAT
STEAK SALE
II steaks are 50%
off. Stop in and tok
dvantage of thi
supersole.

.......
..,....
549-1312
101 S. Wall Street

(:commodore
Iy.t.m.

IUPIa pn IYITIMS
SP 9000 96K c::crt.r
Commodore

1.05 Megaty~ ii~.k Driver.

Commodore 8023 150 CPS Printer
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e.c023 Printer
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, 76 CHEVY VEGA} 4 CYlinder'l CRAB OnCHAP.D lAKE. 40 acres,
manual .. Good condition, low gas,
'I.. mile frontalle on biacktop road,
3975Aa75
4 acre spring1ed lake. City water

$900, Latlpah 549-5617.
·.Cla~51fiec1

information

.. 15 Word Minim..",

1979 FI~T 2·DOOR sedan. 4-.speed,

Ra4~

;!~~n~l~i!:~~g o~"~!b~~e:t ~

~x~e:W=IVly~!n~a;25m~esf;:

~rcent over 10 year term. Ph'me
to ~,{[!~ :~r~:i~rfrintment

1236.
3976Aa74
1971 CHEVY IMPALA,
in
reasonable condition. $300 or best
offer. Call 549-2578 Tues and Thurs.
from 3 to 6pm.
4007Aa74

m=a~'l;:-~~ ceDts per word
Two 0.y_9 £eIIU per word, per

dathree 01" Four D.y......s teats, per

w~e '::"n~~ 0.~1 eeDU per
~ ::..~~e.-. O.ys-Ieeau

B3490AdSO

1973 VW SUPER Beetle, 76,500
=Scir~rll!!,jl~~4.no rust
4113AaTI

per word. per day.
pe!""w,::a. ;..Mr;. 0.ys-5 eetlU
AD Classified Advertir,\ :lIust

~:~n:! ~~~~e~~t ~;.:

offer, 763-4701, after 'pm. 4103Aa76

re::I1~:'~ rof~~:e ~:'·II"o!:
~:l~r.e~eo=~e'r~::::~tTe1:;

best offer, 549-1091.

1m 5MB WAGON. FWD. Run

advertiRr wllicll I _ die vallle
of die .dvertluGleat will be .d·

41lSAa74
1975CHEVYVAN, 6 cylinder stick,

:::'~I= D~V::I:::::"J

=I

~::Uy~'.~~~d~~'~·::D~
yotII'

ad, eall 536-3311 befon 12: .. '
ill die Dext 1
.

m::Je:~w~W~:tf~~~~

the rate appliCllble for the n1li!lber
01 insertio.. it appears. There Will

:~~ ~ a~::lih~na~a1e~!
~2'.arl:i~-=!" must boo

ex.;;,f

u

~h:d.·N~~~=·o;ra~'~l

Part. & hrvlc••

MONTE Carlo. brown

I

1977 .~AWASAKI, KH 400. Good 110X50

R_I Estat.

~~~~T~~l~~uJ.mR:1l!n1
gOod, new ~ radio, achea~

529-1635,~

I

t::::

FURNISHED

WITH

;-r:~r~w~d :n~rb=§.strl~~

comes ~th air condifioner and t,wo
man .sallboal. MU.it see. Price
negotiable. 457·2359.
3979Ae77
CRAB ORCHARD EXCELLENT
condition 12x55 with shaded lot. All
r~placed appliances, washer·
. c:!J'Yer. 549-4471.
4013Aen;

I
I

fireplace.
Many.
many
eminenties. Close to Univer·
sity Mall. Call Lori Lam ~9.

5:3O;I.m. No answer call 54=76
FOR SALE-I972 Ford TomiDO.
P. S., air, excellent condition.
$800 or best offer. 457-7251 after 5
p.m.
393SAa74

, 'ear OW 3 bedroom hom!!

1976 CUTLASS OLDSMOBILE.
Excellent conditions. New tires. 8
track. Mustsell! 529-2560, $1990.
3962Aa'17

------------------

:.'::~~ ~::sJ0ps, 30"X60~~7t.&,

Electronla

BRAN)) NEW 19" color TV for
$280, Student leaving soon, Call
549-6938.
3970Ag74
SANYO RECEIVER (33wpcl four
SJ)"!akers, equalizer, tape deck ud
turntable. Also 19 IDch color TV.
457-4452. 457·7CY72.
4QS4Ag'l7
VIC ·20, WITH IGK Memory ex·

~::r'n~.1~~11e:. Jes,rt~~:

3538.

4153AJ!77

warranty on all used equip.

Receivers I Amp.
Ke" ...aad KR 6200 .5w. c
SherwoodS·7100A 17... c
Sonsul A-707 5()wo Ie
Techni.,. SU73OCJ.0w c

JVCA·KI025w,c

$95.00
$188.00
$85.00
582.25

135.00
535.00
S86.SO
$60.00
535.00

CASSETTE DECKS

.'v....

Pion .... r CT·7A AU'C
SI.8.oo
Nakomich. 350 F-~~~.~l~~Y S295.0()
Yamaha K.550

S.l37.()(1

Sensui D·SSM

S131,00

4O'13Aa74

VOLKSWAGEN DASHER. 19'14Weil-maiDtaiDed. 35 mPl- flilbway

=-ai.t=r~~ln~:

VW SUN BUG.

1974. EzeeUent

~

~a'7~:~i~~-4~~~'

SAYIE.,tollOO

MIK.llaneou.
KIRBY CLASSIC m' w-attach.
Sham~ou. handibutler. com-

collditioll from tires to sUliroof.

AM-FII. Hunt shifter. $1650 or
bat ofter, 884-3533.
tOIMa74

=~tic~:11~~W.Dd

6

3679A1l7

Lob Reduced.
Must Sell. South on new 51.
'I. to 'I. acre lots. $5,500 to
$8,500. ~tecljye covenants.
Call 549-3375.
c.II
.....
We
__
_ h ..........
large

ON NEW AND USED
STEjlEO EQUIPMENT
AND ACCESSORIES.

""Dear Customer:

~""'and

........

MNUI
"-'Itert _Ity
~

.. SPIDER WEB. .. BUY and seD

:eglt~t;;.=.antiquesB39~

.

mM SELECTRIC n

AUDIO

SpR~'C1ALlSTS

lit I. III. A_.

(Acrot" "'om ~

,......1

1f'GI" ,1'0"011)

COMPUTERS &
ACCESSORIES

~ter.

SinJlle pitch, with element. Ez·
cellentconditioll. $450. ~

LlfOAL .. !lAO'OI THE 64

SS9 95

COMJIUtn lI'IaALISTS
S2t.4Ml. 126 S. III ......
(across from th. old train station}

T.V. REPAIR
FRiE ESTIMATES
9O-DAY GUARANTEE
~ENT NEW T.V:S $4/WK
NEW & USED T V:S FOR SALE

715 S.lllinois, C'd•.,le
A-l T.V.
.51.71109

'l~App.••
,SEEUSFOR
IBM & 0U0rne

I

Mlcrocomput....

ALSO
book •. supplies. -.vI... trQ'nlog.
ASK US HOW YOU CAN
NOW HAVE
APPLE FOR
AS lJT1lE AS "90.00 A MONTH

".N

....'11H THE APPLE CREDIT PLAN.

I PRO COMPUTER)

I bc.o'i.~~-"t::'(J;;.~R=U
.,5 ".•,........,

.I'4.el..:1'1

STEREO

S.BINAUDIO
w....... .-y Drb In town
010% 0"
SIARE,~~V.tt~KERS
I.UDfOIIHILIII'IAKIIlS AT
JAP.NIII "ICDI

Chedo th. . . DUt . . . . . . Ituyl...
N.D
.ny .th.n,
IONY
IlINWOOO
MITSHUIISHI

A~

nCHNK3
~I.

".NI.H.

HARNlAN{
".IIDON
N.Il.MICHI

I

SD . _ t l a
It'!C.
O.ADO

.ND NI.NY OtHl •••• NOS

OPEN SUNDAYS
Call~l

1113 Iouth It,
I L-I4urab~

Pet. & SupplI••

Ilcycl••
RALEIGH GRAN PRIX, Brand
new with Citadel lock and toeclips

$300, &:. 529-2652 af,er 5: ~i74

SCHWINN TRAVELER GREAT
condition, $IZagor brand new 12
=¥.nivega upra Spo~=4

EDTAG
SALEI

1977 REGENT 12x60, excellellt
condition 2 bedroom. furnished,

..lItI....

& apartment 1MH1d1....

1"-'

PI~C:-~~: J;l~:6. neg~~n

.'7-0375

20 min. from

~tOf atudenthouMs

:'~t

e!.~~~t~~~ ~~~9.' J~

AmOIII'IOMCILP '-AiIIITAftCII

::t!.~m~~ ~s:. ~1l. t.pe~-

.onyo

"rlcn SpKiot OrcMrs 01"1:
J.V.C .. PIONEER. AKAI. IEC;;NICS i

AUDIO CABINnS

Carbandate. Call Jim Lambert,

5437.

pOnotoOnu:

hf'o.:h.
low.s~

AKC
REGISTERED
DALMATION puppies. Readv t'.'
go now, Just i;. time for Christinas.
Call ~49-6564, evenings. 396IAhM

5d-3375

CATALINA.

Pt".....

AI'ee Mod,,11II7Owaf»
SIZl.oo pr
Kenwood lSK·SOOc 5Owofts. sao;:;c j»t •

SPEAKERS

CHEVY IMPALA PARTS for sale
or $100 for car. 457-G536. 3IJ85Aa74

PONTIAC

lLKTltONKS

::V~

H.~R

Duol1215w J Cdrt
Realis.tic lab 65 WI cart
Son",.i P·D20 w, cort
Phillips 212 w/car.
Duu' 1226 wicar'

~~8~:00 or weet~~

1970

IN

::;"

JYC

TURNTABLES

AUDIO SPECIALlST~
1265.111. Ave.
5.9-849,

1978 VW RABBIT.
Am·Fm
cassette. excelleDt CGDditioD. $2500
! 080. 457-7372.
40&0Aa'17

Ii IN

CRAJTSM,A.'"

:~:~

~12500

.AcN . . . . Cobden area.
10 t.ar...tall bam pIw 21arg.
barne & 2 IMdroom home,
Prop.rty t.nc.d & CIOIS t.nc.d
ac~pond.

F.OM

,AtrOe'1' AuntOIIIZlD 1U'Vta: ClNTI1I.o.

~1:I:O_.l._lIm

USED STEREO
CLEARANCE
6O·da" par's and labor

!:'di~f:,~n~~~u~f.yl=

1

RE-PAUI!

TWO BLACK STEEL desks With

~~
549-1'08

5_

on Reed Station Road. Heat
pump, central air. fireplace.
on 1 acre lot, 2 full boths.
Call Lori lam, ~9·3375.

~~~~~'=' Sun. 1~.&4

Kenwood
Sonsui
Pion. .,

3375.

Nice 2 1tecII!'OOIII Home in
N.W. Call today for appoint.
ment to
thi,; home. Call
lori Lam. S.9·3375.

~~~~'l~~~s~C~~~'s;i:::

4OOOAe74

10x50 UNDERPINNED, PARr-:::--~-~------' I TIALLY furnished.. a·c, great
Mr. &-"'1-"00 must _
location, qaiet, shaay. Musf see.
_ •• ....,
$3200. Calf 457-5709.
4058Ae77
this beautiful " bedroom
home. Large family room with

'78 CHEVRO!.ET CAPRICE, 4
door, am-fm stereo, tilt steering,

DATSUN 610 STATION Walon

after Sp.m.

TRAILER WITH LOT. Lakewood
Park Trailer Courts. Lot 888. 1·9662365 after 9pm. Price nego=~.m

Motorcycl..

I

::!r,E=~. ~~e~~ ~-:;,
'Y~:: f::lt~;!~L $!f~r

bUTflar alarm, excellent quiet

2-4 PLY SNOW tires with rims.
7.00-13·6.50-13.5100 or make offer.
457·7824.
40431\004

1973 V. W. SLPER Beetle. AM.FMl ~~Ut>il. $SOIl or best .P~A~
cassette. sunroof. good condition. I DOUBLE TANK BAGS $29.95.
$1100. 457-7372.
3792Aa'17
Helmets.1,\, .off, wintergloves,
facemask. leather goods. Phone,
1m MG MIDGET, Beautiful little
68U754.
3972Ac75
car, bo~ In great Shape'l
'73 HONDA CB 750. Good cor.'
;~ y r~rfect. ~Pf4
clition, nms great: 536-1531. $750.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.;403S:;;:,:A.:;Cr1:.:.:.....
$700 OR BEST offer and free

~~~ ~~l~.new ~i7

ri}rc~~~~' ~~W::I NSan~~~l

:~~=nt~~ :~~J1~ ~: ~~~ ~~l~:;:''ll~bf!; c~~i
B3698Ab8'i

I

3813Aa76

3968M74

10xS0 FULLY FURNISHED, AC,
fully arpeted, underpinned. storm

ALTERNATORS AND STAR·
TERS Rebuilt. Lowest prices ill
Southern Illinois. K .. K

~~.c~~t~~~ looki~If}.e;~5

~~, ~6er 6~M A~~7~onditioD'

12x60 TOWNCRAFT. FRONT and
reu t.edrooms. l'-'z baths. Car-

1973 TOYOTA WAGON. Excellent
condition. Call Jerry Parks. 4S34343. $900 OBO.
471Ma77 OnJy $4350 ;;.t9-5819.

$700~7tsri

1977 VOLARE DEPENDABLE
New battpry and muffler, 56,000
mile:;. $500. 529-4061 after t~~~74

383SAe74

CARBONDALE,
12x52,
RICHLANO. Front and rear
bedrooms. 1 a·c, insulated underpinning. $3600, 1·985-ti602.
3940AE77

1963 roRD GALAXY. $250.00 fU'lll .

1977 MUSTANG-COBRA 4-speed,

~:~.:n.

~:,ssb3~i~al~ti~~~ ~'::r

964-1697.

~~!~oJ~:.t runnin~riX:7s

1968 KARMEN GHIA. A classic

'78 ~LACK

FANTASTIC BUY! 1972 LaSalle

VOI.KSWAGON BUG, 1m, 14,000
rebuilt englDe. 4i~~
FOR SALE, 1980 Malibu Classic
Station Wagon. excellent condition. $4,500. Evergreen Terrace,
151-1. 529-3852.
4149Aa'17

1973 FORD Xl.T 15ll Truck.
~=~c, 360 engine. ~~

~!.~~~.=ndable.

~::~ :aPn~~~Sr!Pshe~~I(~J~~.

I ~~~

.Autom~bll••

and MCAT prep books. lab coat.

yard, near Carbondale in co:mtry
settin~. MU3t sell ASAP. '1600 or
best 0 ler. C8U549-S435 eV=l~

1974 LTD BROUGHAM, 4.door.
684-2668 after6pm. 4124Aa74

'

partially shaded lot. $2SOO. 684-2704

~~~~Jec:a!in:c~~re:c wlta:r,
sewe.-:.. tras~ pickup. Shady,
peaCeful Cedar Lane. $2800. 5493586.
3173J\e74

-

;.(VEN viARS EXPel)!

.C~OOOIIE.-=A"".a.

STUDENT MOVING SALE, Stereo
$75. 27" Motebecane $100, ra'iios,

F\EAUTIFUL LOCATION. 10xS0
New Moon. Carpeted, IIpplianees,
a.c., semi·furnished, unde~innedd

I CaD

paid in advance
for those
Be.COUll!, with establiihed credit.

FOR SALE

••.....,

USED FURNITURE. SELLING
chef-po Call Beth 549-4286. 4065Af74

wit" large bay window, un·
3794Ae'l7

stereo, $1500.357-2653.
41l6Aa77
1975 PINTO WAGON, 39,000 actual
mconilesd'll.onDO. ~.! o.54r~786tsl'. 4elx2cleAllae7n4t

~. ':.':lIcellatloll

4008Am

ANTIQUE OAK CHINA cabinet,
reltulator clock; Motobecane 10sCeed, A6:sley china, IBM
~:'~:"~' '>y clothes, ~~4

~1~~ tih~~~s:~g~~~~

~~IT::,t'n':~\~~:~~~

~~~ie~.n~~~:.~Stal104~V'O~~~

anyt;me.

WANTING TO BUILD? Beautiful
lots in Heritage HiUs, C:acbondale.
Call 529-1196.
3714Ad8S

4101iAa77

~fa~us~li.l~.d brakes.

STUDENT'S
TOOLS
FOR
Automotive Techll',logd' majors

ARTS AND CRAFTS from
Mainland China. Good Christmas
gifts. Cheap. 549-6586.
4024Af74

10X:.O NEWLY REMODELED

~o~~fNo~, ~8i~~4 s~:d, ~:.~I~~t

;\LMOST BRA/I,1) ~EW Dresser
for sale. Call 549-2737 and ask for
3969Am
Debbie.

OWNERS MUST SELL. Make
'-:lffer . homes frol.! $18,000-180,000
We can heip arran~finallcir.g.
Call for de'.ails. Cen
·21 HOU3e
of Realty, Ca!'bondale. 5 3521.
B3S95Ad82

Mobil. Hom. .

~m~.G~~~: ~, :;SC'

pi,lblication. Ariy~. ~
after 12: 00 noon Will go m I0110wiDg
day's publication.

I

~

Someone who knows you
knows me and has learned
thot Sterea and Television
Repairs need not be expen.iw nor tin ..-cansuming. I
make repairs for 1..1, off.r
sam. day servlc., with a 90
day _rrant_. Lik. that
_one y~ know, cal!
.... All.,,'. T.V. and Sav..
...
. . 549-5936
All." ...

I-------------------Mu.lcal

GUITAR LESSONS. MOST leyels

~1~~~~~~~~ameDCO.
3959An77

SOUNDCORE YOUR CHRIST·
MAS music store. MXR foot

r8:l~ Furie~~W. ~~la;:~n=:

rebearsal ..

recordinJ.:l

studio •

~~~~:~~~ niV~~
GUITARS: Coon Classic and
Harmony acoustic. Excellent
condition. Call 1-988·8572 after
Ipm.
4018An75
EXPERIENCED BASS PLAYER
with vocRI ability· wishes to join
worltilli ~d. Mosl1y interested in

::.ws:rl~~~~ioo~
~~69-3449 during Ch=~

¢~~5G~~~~

asking $190. 52HS12.

BtI48An77

FOR RENT

CAMBRIA-COZY 1 bedroom
furnished apartment. Idea: for
serious sttldent.
16S-month.
References reQuirel. 1-985-2577
after 5:00 r-.m.
3761Ba75

.,·1 ,.

Apartments
DUNN APARTMENT!'! NOW
leasing furnished one bedroom
apartments for spring and sum·
mer. Pool. tenOlS court, laun·

r:~~:tih:n~a~;er~lurS;V;g~

MURPHYSBORO,

r:~~~e:O~~::!~~t: ~~~~.Jan
41l1Ba77

I BEDROOM APARTMENT to

stJliIet close to campus. $280·

~:rt!~an~~.uJi:~l~~t~. ~~\f:A~:

WANTED: ONE FEMALE to

SP R I NG

~~~Erui-n~~:JS ~~.!~:

great roommates. Call 45--6544.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _360_2_B_a7_4
ENERGY EFFICIENT APART·

~~~e:~: :~~:~~

heat. air. furnished. close to

~~:::&~fe i~ 1~~=~~th~~
B3682Ba84

2533.

8550.

TWO BEDROOM. FURNISHED.
FULL Y carp'!ted. well main·

I
2·BEDROOM APARTICOZi"
MENT, Furnished. $240·month.
Available mid-December. 529-2596.

~~~Us~~~~r&t~~~,!~~m

---------------LARGE THREE BEDROOM.

Fully car~ted. furnished. I ....
bathS. all utilties mid, four m;!es

~~ ~:W~'::7~orm~~~. no
4131Ba77

Iexcellent
TWO BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE.
condition, two blocks
IAvailable
~~of ~~a~Kuspi~~~~~h1~ci~~~~~
January
$380
IStBLEASE
month. 529-2533,
3967Ba77
LARGE
TWO
IIafter
=nmPa~r~~~I!~:'~:i
3.
3964Ba77
L

OWN ROOM - QUIET. Clean. $145
int'ludes utilities. 2 miles Soutb.
Consider part in work. 457-7685,
4160Ba77
BEST OFFER, BY December 14.

~er

vne bedroom furnisbed. car~ted.
f:;w~er paid. was $171i6Itf:i1
N~w Renling lor Fall Dnd Spring.
fHkiencies and } bedroom opts. No
pets. laundry tacilihM.
Py. .

",.oI.

EFFICIENCY. 12 MIN. to SIt-C'1 ONE MALE NON-SMOKER to
Quiet, Country living. washer. sublease Lewis Park Apt. Own
Oryer. Possible share house. $145. bedroom. SI06 per month plus
536-7511. 529-2493.
2725Ba74 'utilities. Da\'t!. 529-5774. 3963Ba74

~1!~I!gle cIf:~ l~~

f.~~ld:y

I ~~fillI~~~i:1 CI!!'n~'\1~tE~!k
Street. Available Dec. 16. $265.457·
6166.
3988Ba77

~e~Ji~i:~~~ 1_:g.a~r.eniae.9tfa~-

SUBLEASE SPRING - SUMMER
optionaL Spacious three bedroom
~g~st,~~~~Jali during ~J~
. GOOD PRICES-GREAT location.

~-~~sse; ~~f~~s~:r:~rJ:

2·~

people.

Lorge 2 bedroom furnished
apartment }

Qb

II)

miJ.n wes' from

WrIght Property
Manag.m.nt
529·1801

Now laking foil and Spring conlracts
lor efficienci .... 1 bed·oom and 2 bed·
room apl. 3 blocks tram Campus. No
pel •.
Glen WIII'--......1.
51. S. UWtI .....lty
U7·TMl $49·2454

--

GOGO Nlas GIIIAT LOCATION
IGY"'IAN AIMS A"".

.l.S._11

838158871

_11y.lr ....................

~=.:d~~~:~~~
1539.
B4048Ba91

......... _

I~:l~~ forE::'lCl1o!!C~

.....

...... f=w . . . . .
~

ampus. a-c:. heat. fully carP.l!t!~.!water. trash__ pickup in·
IlOeIJ' 529-3929. 67'5W"~ 451-7403.
7·2134.
6oMl67Ba77

wll
457-3321

ONE OR TWO subleasers needed
for spring semester, Great
location. own room, Rent $82.00.
For more information call
Margaret. 529-2582.
3955Bb274

~:3:!1: :;~.and gar=B~
THREE

BEDROOM

HOUSE,

$a~~her:rn~k ~v~1r:~le D1~:

MURPHYSBORO. 4 BEDROOM.
It~ bath, gas heat, $325. 687-4189.
B4IOSBb77

CARBONDALE.
FOUR
BEDROOM House. 405 West

COBDEN. BIG AND delightful to
sharc. Available and affordable.
Five bedrooms, two baths. stove.
refri~erator, dishwasher. washer
~~~ S300-month. 1·893-4345.

mediately. 457-4334.

B3802Bb86

;:~~~j.. Ca~r.~~~. ~rr;~~

3 BEDROOM.

I

FAMILY room.

~~ !gsc~~~u~a~;~iranb~e~::

15tb zoned Single family. 1-8932':76.
4109Bbn

ECONOMY
RENTA~
•
BEDROOM house. $200. Carpet,

Now _.ntlng For Sprlna
Hou_ CIa.. to Campul
Newl,. R.mad.led

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE For
rpr.t to individuals or group.

'~-lIedr_:

=~1IIT ~A-~~~1~~se~'

ONE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMfNT

Carpeted, Water and
Sewer Included
.. Blocks From Campus
.......AL MICCA APAftMlNlS

54....1.

Building. 529-1983,

SEE
PARKTOWN APARTMENTS
TODAY
P.. rf..:! ;u;- profes.ienal •. 900 + .q.
It. Air. carpeled. palio, lighted

parking. and cable TV. lIeIIind Carbondal.. Clinic. Two bedroom
apart ..",ents ovailable

WOODRUFF SERVICES
457·3321

Hou...
SIX BEDROOM FURNISHED
house with two baths. Two I1locu

~~~~~~e3~·~~~t~~a~~

::;.:~ ::t~~~cat=~~
B3546Bb77

3.IIed;oom :

405OBb71
'·'3eclroom:

TWO BEDROOM COTTAGE
Wood or electric heat. 5 miles to
campus. S225 per month, 4~~n
VERY
COMFORTABLE
2
bedroom. large yard w-trees,
carpol (.
stove
and
new
refrigerator, gas heat. and 2
windOw ac.. excellent condition.

405 s. Iev.rage

1135. For... '
303 S. For..1
513 S. Beverage
(2 roommales)
.ID S. A.h
406 S. University 13

52'-1012

52'-3166

Mobile Home.
TWO BEDROOM REDUCED rent.
available now. No pets please. 4578352 after 4 p.m.
B3559Bc81

2131 days. 549-2840 eveniD~Bb74

A~';ljI~:S:~a~.~~rit'::. ~~~:

I

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE to sublet
for SpriDg and Summer, Large and
close to campus. 549-5836. 4056Bb77

TO CAMPUS.
two
I CLOSE
bedroom. No pets. reasonablp

ONE AND TWO bedroom. clean.
furnished. nice location. availabie
now. No pets. Pleasant Hill Road.
54!Hl272 or 549-01123.
B36t8Bc74
12x60

Lr:,~'I:W::~:-81~: :!t~~~~

tJI~~~ed. ~~~=I:-I

and 6. South Highway 51. Close to
campus.
3685Bd15

FOUR BEDROOM SPLIT- LEVEL
bouse. H'. miles east on Part
from Wall. Available Jan. 1 and
after. $125·e3c~. all utiIitief in·

ONE-BEDROOM
REDUCED
RENT. No pets please. 457~
after 4:00 p.m.
B372'1Be85

campus. real neat, Available I
FOR SALE OR rent: washer.
~. call eves. K~':;fl:1iJ1
~f"' natural gas. heat ~":J.;

cluded.457-4334.

B4083BbIO

central heat andair,It5 acres near
Cedar Lake. Barn available,
Lease.
deposit.
references

~m.=~~:~~meDl
U20Bb77

CARBONDALE TWO BEDROOM
remodeied house. new carpet, DO
pets. $35O-mcmth,
148Bb77

54H930-.

NICE THREE BEDROOM House.

C:~,.'\!\IlE

Furnished or Unfurnished

~;::-~~~her;~Shf~~~~~~'t~~

3 BF.DROOM WITH Fireplace.

COZY. COMFORTABLE
FOR RENT. SPACIOUS 2-2 NICE. bedroom
"partment.
Bedroom. 1st floor apt. Close to wo
eautifully furnished.
~~C·. ~~~~~~:d ~~ . a!=~~~~~u!W!!-e;
entrance. large screened-ill froot
.m. or see at 516 South University.
partment 15..
4053Ba74
as ~ible. $450 per month. Cau
UBLEASE: LARGE,
TWO
5~Yata~fsf&'~' at 529-~~~~4 ~t:t;:'~~:~\ei:~!lt!::h
SUBLEASE cozy EFFICIENCY, pick-up included. Call 529·3406
. 4059Ba77
December rent free. furnished. 1 after 211m,
block from strip. campus. $175·
39448874 I BEDROOM. ALL Utilities in-I
month. 529-5832.
eluded. Near Crab Orcha."d Lake.
LARGE FIVE ROOM house $:"00IOO-month. 453-2219 days. 549-2428
month. Also apartment three evenings.
4076Ba76
blocks from campus. 549-5;:9Ba77
GREAT EFFICIENCY IN Q<.:adl!·
F urnillhed. carpeteCl. rull
JUST ~EMODELED. THREE spriDg.
bath. kitchenette. storage room.
bedroom a~ents. W. Pecan.
Very neat, clean. $2OO-month pi""
~ectric. 529-2515.
4075Ba74
~~~=e~he~i~~~ea:~~~~
_ _ _ _ _ _4O&=1Ba75
,C!.OSE TO CAMPUS - nice wood1 2 OR 3 bedroom apartments.
aU
Unfurnished. Good locahon. 5294098Ba77
5294.
B4003Ba7S

BEAUTIFUL.
QUIET ONE TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED.
Bedroom apartment to sublease,
carpeted. air, washer, dryer, walk mon:-. pF;::i1iJi:. ~~i.$25083746Ba77
to campllS .~_r. downtown. $220month. 52!H344.
4022Ba74

...

.......................... -

2~-..."".""""""',

·LARGE S-BEDRooM. CLOSE to

SUBLEASE
SPRING;:
EF·
FICIENCY a~ment. NIce clean. ::~~~I~~~ ~~~~~~MSDJ~g·
semester. $23O-month plus utUities.
~~4~.i~9-44~~e from ~mR~ 529-3581.
B3955Ba78

:~~lra~r:tD~oc.ii~:_J':a~": r~f~~:

579-1149

campus. S300 monthly plus ut:lities.

~:rV::e'~~~~~' =i~

I:c~~~:e,a:w~~g~~.$aOO

~r1~.nt:t( ~~J:J~if~!;. ~~inf?~;

appolDtment.I-314-334-4!1"'
:r.ssBb87

FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE. 1182 E.
Walnut. 1 people neeed 2 more, or

CAll8ETWEEN 9 AND l1A.M,

Cha·.tauqua Apartm.nts

UPSTAIRS. 1 BEDROOM. Appliances. water furnished. No pets.
Lease and deposit. 684-275\. Rent
reasonable,
4015Ba75
LARGE FURNISHED APARTMENT. one bedroom, great
location. low utilities. must see.
Spring summer. 549-7852. 4016Ba77

~r!~~:. tv~Tia~B ~

HOUSE,
6-BEDROOM.
for
females. close to campus and
downtt)wn. $125 each Includes
water and trash, deposit,

312
CRESTVIEW.
THREE
bedroom. Nice. Two people need
one more. or could rent to three
new people. $45(l. 457-4334.
B3797Bb86

NEWL Y REMODELED
2·8LOCKS FROM CAMPUS

$.tOO monthly plus utilities.

I
II

after 4:00 p,m.

~~r ~~.semester. Call~.rJA

Two b~ock5 from campus

lr:.

Clinic. One and two bedroom
apartments available. 4;;7·332l.
3B73Ba77

~s.~~r:mf~~br:~~~:m:gfe

~ts.

~~i5~.mon ,A~~IB~

ONE, THREE AND FOUR
BEDROOM HOUSES.

lorse 2 bedroom townhouse fo:"

furnished, centrally air con-I
ditioned. free water and trash pick- CARTERVILLE
EFFICIENCY
up. walk to campus. available for APARTMENTS. Furnished.
spriDg. Good prices. 457·3321.
water paid. $tOO-month. Im3877Ba77 I~r':,~:~~:~~: ~~~Lii
COME SEE PARKTOWN API\rt·
',CARBONDALE.
LARGE 3·
~r:f~ion~:~~ p~r::.ch.
BDRM. furnished apartment.
Available now for next" semester.

~:rc!t1e ~~iO~~ar~~e

c:,~t~~ I~'!~yif~~es'!na'\icf~r!!~;g0;

two persons Shar;n& No

F....manVall.y
Aparim.ntl

3999Ban

TWO AND THREE bedroom

IMMACULATE HOUSE CLOSE to
campus. Large yard with trees and
enclosed front {lOrch. House is in
excellent condition and very clean.
Four bedrooms, Furnished with

MURPHYSBORO.
TWO
BEDROOM borne. carport. ag-

5250·$265 mor.",V
All utilitie$ Included

NICE ONE BEDROOl\1 furnished

facilities. Call 457-5340 or S:9:~~75

(or
3844Bb87

Acrou ftc..m campus

B3930Ba90

3843Bb87

~~:p~~~H~~\ r:S~I~~:dk ~:: ~~~. ~1~e ~f(~r yr.:.ft~~~

furnace. carpet and Pl\int Washerdryer connection, Available spring
semester. No pets. 549-7901,
B3738Bb'n

Furnished efficiencies

~~e~!ljf~~bJ:~o 1~i-$~~
3446; or Cathy. 529-1735,

UN·

~~~pus. Rent negotiable. ~hl:i4

I'IV Hall- 701 W. Mill

~e~~t~~~:~\t:o~~wy~ ~~p;~~~ I~~?~~. s Ari;~I~~lt: r::~~t!h) A~~~.
el.ectTlc heat · water and trash trac~s. iPhone 549·6612. 549-3002
I,

REMODELED TWO BEDROOM,

BEDROOM

:::=========~.
CO~ THREE OR four ~edroom
NOW RENTING
house. low utility rales. close to

CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER
heating bills~ One bedroom
apartment. Completely furnisht.-d,
ideal for single or married.
LONlted I'" miles east of
Unlversitv Mall. Heat. water.
trash pickuJi and lawn main·
tenance includeti in rent of $175·

Iafter 5pm.

property. 1-833-2257.

THREE

TWO BEDROOM 2-miles south o(
I arena.
large shaded yard. 1·985t'947
B3958Bbn

(2 blk•. 'r"", Campus)
516 S. . .wlI....
""·2454 457-7941

I
I

pickup inclu dcd. No pets, Call
mghts 1-99;-3944 or 1·997·9703.
3689Ba85
-C-LE-A-N-E-F-F-IC-I-E-N-CY--AP-A-HT.

n~raE!e~~~:;rr~s!~~~~~M ,DESOTO: EXCEPTIONAL
~I;IR~~gh~oo~
homedap~ra~
s. I
Consl er tra e 0 0 er

529.5252 or 529.3866, Division of
Diederich Real Estate B3308Bb7s

4130Ba77

~l~?~f?e~~.!;~ty k'll~iO~~~4

NICE Ol'l'E BEDROOM, car(H't"d.1
furnished. gas·water paid, three
miles east. No dogs. $li;). 549-2258.
3741 Ba75
----------WOODHOLLOW APARTMENTS·
NOW leasing. Furnished or un·
furnished one bedroom afart-

4118Ba77

~~~!~t, twon~:.1~oDmr:r.::~i~::J:

Available after December 16th.
Call 549-7189.
3774Ba74

3916Ba74
NOW TAKING SPRING contracts
1-2 bedrooms furnished apts. 2 FURNISHED
OR
UN·
bedroom unfurnished duplex. 529- I FURNISHED, Desirable living. 3
1735.457-0956.
3532Ba79 1 bedrc.oms. 1'2 baths washer·

SUB LEA S E :

SPACIOUS, 2
or un·
B4104Ba77

SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM, A·C. gas

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT to
sublet. Unfurnished. available
before JaDllary 1st. Near campw..
Quie' nemhlxirs. cheap utilitics.
S245-mon . 529-I68geveni~iBa74

:rn

find. For more informatIon call
529-9472 or stop and see 250 S.
Lewis Lane. t()am-4pm. MondaJ,
Ihm friday.
3260Ba
CARBONDALE
DISCOUNT
HOUSING. One bedroom fur·
nishl'd apartment, air, absolutely
no pets or waterbeds 2 milu west
of Ramada Inn on Old Rt. 13 West.
Call 684-4145.
B3438Ba77

I r:r~~~~, ;ri.i: .k~~I~~ed

=.

AUn:au:r~ lfua:t ~.C5e52!J.1~8.

Buri.

B4I45Bb77

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE well

=:ru~:'g na~u::l.e~cir:~:'
fI:.~r:~ Cl~lr ca:v~at:l~

January 1st. S375-month~~

~~:Slef~:a rPzs~:

Don't waste money. Call us, 529B365Bc85

4444.

NICE COMFORTABLE TWO
bedroom 10xS0. FuUy furnished.

=e~~~min~11J~:: ~

~l:P~v::~~~~, 16. Carbo~df/~

MURPHYSBORO.
PRIVATE
LOCATION. Central air. clean
and quiet. t.v. cable. No pets.
references. 684-6951 and 687-2214.
83810BC74
EXTRA NICE TWO bedroom.

=~:.:!::~ ~ta9-~

B3871JBc88

after 5pm.

RENT SPRING SEMESTER. 2

~c.21t~~~:r.r.~'i:h

.)49-2487 after 5:30.
LARGE 4 BEDROOM house, Quiet
area. Need one roommate.
~pletely furnishl'd. ~h~:i7
OLD TWO STORY modern home.
5.000. Cobden. 1-833-2257. 3846Bb74

::d~~~:~:U~~. d:JIT'r~~~fa~~~

furnished, gas heat. low utilities,
Rent for spring. summer Free.
Excellent location 100 S. Dixon.
5""5305. Please keep,try~b77

TO SUBLET,

3934Bc71

2·BEDROOM car·

r:t~K.g~S ~;:; ,:d~~n~~. i~

mo. plus utiiities. 549:. after
3pm. ask for Bill.
AOO5BcT1
2 BEDROOM.
1t" bath. aU
electric. central air. 12x60. Warren
B4062Bc91
Road. 549-0491.

~~~!l'a~IJ~io~a~:a-. It:::·
and deposit. Call~1k'17

BEDROOM -'MOBILE
home, comllete~ remodeled, tied
down an un er~nned, quiet

~~ ~~~\,~.

r,rkd~~.m~~e:e~l'Oc:wc:~~ !~d

trasb provided. keferences 5493670.
4049Bc76

of

LIMITED OFFER - MOVE into
Stevenson Arms and save '100.00
nl ?ffer
~~~~!l;~

~o~

VERY NICE 101150 Trailer, tlpout.
2 bedrooms, new furnace, I::ts
negotiable, Eartially furms ed,
529-1204, 687- 557.
41r.&Bc77

I-BEDROOM '100, 2-bedroom
car~t, quiet, private

'130,

r:::i~n~ed, ~:r~~~dSo~rbW~d

~~~

No.::'o
Homes.

TWO BEDROOM 12-WIDE, South
of campus on Hwy. 51. very clean.
gas beat, 54!HOT1, S205.00.
4C144Bc77

4147Bc77

:~~~~:k:R~~~i ~~ T~

ID\~ ~clGse to
cam:&; and University aU. ~
529•
83991

TRAILER TO SUBLEASE. ClOIIe

!~~tb~tt.~r~~~'bo.:::r;: n'~~5

=~='~7~~~~-

~es~~t~~fea~~c::e
B4026Bc77

r::nf::~~e~~o~r::c~~I::ll

insulated, like new interior.

~~dH!~eTv.~~. "'R~=hl'e

rates. Call 1-833-5475.

127060 TWO OR three bedrooms
ca~ted. fu ••lished, anchored:
::..~~.&rry,nope~
14lI.8O. 2 BEDROOM. l'Az batIL'J,
central air, tully i!lrnished.
Available Dec. 15th. 52&-2175, 5294990, 549-0491.
3II52Bc7r
NICE 19110 141160. Two bedrooms

~r;,n~r:\~~~ cili~7=.isbed:

I

I
i
I

SPRING TERM BARGAINS.
We've got 3 bedroom and smaller
mobile homes close to Slu.

~:rc:rr~r:'af1So~~~~

4094Bc'17

I"i! BEDROOM TRAILER for renl
:::~.semester. Jan. l~~

FREE BUS
TOSIU

elaundromat
e CABLEVISION
e1or2baths
e 2 or 3 bedrooms
e$l45·$360

I~
~'m'~
OMn
....... .

-_-

North 01 Compua.

SI..... ___
Available:

:

)

~ vHWY51 NORTH

--

I
;

549-3000

ROYAL RENTALS
A\lAILABLE NOW

I

1-1e1rm. Apt.

$185 mo.

EH. Apts
$1<t5 mo.
2 Bdrm. Mobile Home!
10 Ie 50 to U Ie 70
$125 tl) $200 mo.
All Fum .• Alt::, Very
Nice. No Pets.
457~22

'I

FEMALE ROOMMATE WAN~P: Garden Park Apartment, If.
utilities. 549-6l1lI6.
34MBe74
MALE ROOMMATE FOR three
bedroom furnished wen insulated
duplex. Quiet, N~rtbwest. '120month pl~ one-thinl utilities. No
pets. Available December 16. 5293&97 or 54&-7901.
B3736Be77
NON-SMOKER PREFER GRAD
or older to
~ce bouse. '130month and If. utilities. 457-5715.

529·1539

stw:e.

looms
~i,~0~~r;i2W~~-

WEEKLY AND MONTHLY rates.
$62.65
week. '195 poet montb.
COn:/: eteiy furnisheG T. V. ,
mai 5e'.'Vice. ~ Inn Motel, 825

FULLY FURNISHED TWO
beodroom mobile homes, GUsson
Court, 616 E. Park, CarbOndale.

FEMALE RooMMATE. SPRING
sublease, new f urnished two
bedrOClm trailer Carbondale
Mobile Homes. 300BO. 5496447.
3662Be75

carpet. qUiet. private parking. furnished or unfurnished. No pets. Short-term tease
O.K.

Co ege. 61H-5817, 529-31166, 457-3321.

~:llre t~:;~:D ~~r ~o~:grt~

FEMALE RooMMATEWANTED
to share nice two bedroom mobile
ter. '102.50 and
7244. 36758e75

I-bedroom $100
2-bedrOom $130
2-bedroom house $200

3874Bc77

Two or three people will want this
three bedroom special witb
washer~er and central air. At
714 E.
ollele $295-mo. Call
WoodruH at 45 -3321.
3876Bc77

_________
3943_Be7_4

fe:

TRA.ILER.
TWO. BEDROOM
furnished. Three miles east. of
campus. Non-smoker. cntlet.
$77.50-mooth. 54&-1248.
3933Be74
SUBLEASE ONE ROOM in Quads,

ndalh~

WARM ROOMS. EASY walking
distance to campus good rates,
laundry, utilities. Shown bl~

Ne w,

FEMALE, BEAUTIFUL MOBILE
home. 10 min. drive to SIU. l'Az
~~.?;:eu!t :::SsT~~~. 'lOll plus
3827Be76

=

apartm:

o

y.

I ~~: ~~;;:~l

~~~:~ot~~n~~:: l~~tamt3e
;~~ime. spring semes~~

:::;3~Yf~~mJi~C~.

507 N. ALLYN. MALE subleaser

Cklse to camplls. '125 per month
flUS utilities. Cau after 5:00, 54916.
4091Be77

low utilities. 457.Q24.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED'or
nice mobile borne. Meadowbrook

ROOMMATE NEEDED.

~tsY=~'~~:n m~

ROOMMATE WANTED - NICE
Lewis Park Apartment NO.4B.
Spring-summer. convenient.
completelI furnished $l22-montb.
Please call 529-4034.
4071~

LEWIS PARK APARTMENTS
On~ or two roommates needed:

~!:t1ti:~a~~-=,IUS
4092BIm

Ifor
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
4 bedroom Lewis Park Apart-

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE to sublet
with male roommate. Close to
~&:: '150 month plus :::~

ICan
ment.
457-2073.

Furnished, great location.

41l0Be77
I DOES *106 A
th •or
.
ce s:und
m~
~~ce
ru:nished, oJ:OO~m on) ~
utilities. Ve'ry close til cam~us~
Move in berere break if "'utt. Ask
for Bill.
4114Be74
ROOMMATE NEEDED LARGE
bouse. own room, 2 blocks from
eampus. Call 54&-1625.
411rl8m

MALE
NEEDED.
SPRING
semester.. low rent! Beautiful
furnishea house. lar~ kitcben.

cali

~:=,~~rs. ic:,:~

THREE EASY-GOING GUYS
seeking fourth for SDring semester
~=~ 2 blocks from

:I:i

I
I

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for

~g~~~ester, ~r~
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for

r==~'~~rc~b:,r~':!cet~
'115 month and 'Az utilities. ~

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. '90.00 IJlus 'Az utilities
December rent Free CaD 549-684d
ask for Tammy or J~ce.
41mBe'16

5651.

r:.r::..

NEED ONE ROOMMATE for Sbedroom house. Own room, two

sKard,

Susan.
39&0Be77
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES
Wanted for nice four bedroom

~:.t see to believe. ca~

::nt~~ ~J:!a ~.~mo.

::::iter~~roser~~:inp~rr~:§

ROOMMATE NEEDED. '125
~.th. 421 W. Monroe. C~~

ROOM

strip. CaD 529-4324.
397l8e74
TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED
For clean" quiet 3 bedroom

~!::m~~~~oAta't~~~e:-r::!:~

l':sa.rkiDI c:: see to appreci~
KITCHEN

4046Be77

ONE FEMALE TO share house )'Az
miles from campus. Non-smoker
Private, pets O. ~uf:,~

:lW~~'i'~V:::'~'~4s7~~t ~~~~~id~32&:d:.or~Jt':'~

Our rooms by tbe semester are
= b l y the best deal in Care.
3936Bd77
2 ROOMS IN Jan.- a • man bolme

Nice

40'10Be77

4738.

4087Be75

Rick.

4068Be77

:JtrN~~. J1::-s:g:!~. t~rls 5:-

:t~lrt~:~: ~~W_~~~~~7.°r.,~-!~i~dr

own . r;,~Mffe~~f:w'fsA~~
_________
3945_8e7_4 ~~::.~~=:.~~~ot;~J~
GREAT 3-BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share 'Az <female). Fenced
OWN BIG BEDROOM in beautiful

r:;nr.~J:!~E~l~ Easl
&.~~t!.~::.u~

WITH

ONE ROOMMATE NEEDED.

ROOMMATE NEEOED TO tat
over a iease immediately.

ROOMMATE WANTED SPR~G 'ROOMMATES WANTED TO
semester. Town '" CouD~ Mobile share lal'lle borne coal furnace
HI.''.Il.es . '112 per month plus 'Az '110 per month 'plus one-fifth
utilities. Call 529-1677.
3946Be74 utilities. 457-21610.
4112Be'74

B3439Bct77

~ilC~a~13.

-

~:fu?~~=

CHOICE OF THE three: A)
Natural gas economy, washerdrIer
convenirnce.
Tbree
beCirooms at '250-mo. Southern
Mobile Home Park. B) Good for a

457-3321.

:rili8:s~7=

38208e76

1156.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

~!::lfeSe~:~ St~J~:e fg{oCfie
Homes. One-third utilities, '12Gmonth, 549-0366.
3826Be77

1 OR 2 female roommates

.2•

~~~tk~rooms .~~

PLEASANT Hili.. ROAD.

3863Bc74

14x6O MOBILE HOME,

Roommat••

SOUTH WEST PARK

ROOM FOR SUBLEASE for 4
bedroom house close to cam~.

~:-a:orenrt~~utili~=;. ~

in
Low

=~:ih=~~~.~s:M

'100 A MONTH, one-third utilities,

457-3321

I

=f~:'~~:=:
4021

trying.

-a

ot 71 .. E. College
at Southern Park

B4027Bc77

O~E AND TWO bedrooms, 5
minutes South of Carbondale.
Quiet, nice, :-".sonable. Yard
maintenance, water, trash included. Phone 457~7 ev~

....2

3829~

NICE,
~u~ti~~~~e. , 90
401l8e'17

SUBLEASE ONE SPACE

~

INING IIRM IARGAINS
W.'ve got 3 bedroom and
smaller mobile homes for you
starting soon. elase to S.I.U.
Washers-dryers: all the ellfras.

EXTREMELY NICE 12x56. front

~::fi.

EASY

~ ~:Jir~~'Ml:-~~~1us

ROOMMATE WANTED.

00II...,..RJY
MANAOI..INC.

~ ~ ~ 5ervKes

~:n.'l:l:~r='caafl~~r~s,

ROOMMATES NEEDED.

ROO ....ATE NEEDED FO R
furnished Lewis Park A . SJII"lIl&
.
Semester. Dan 453-27f: 3-6pm
only.
40lOBe?4

MNS11
11.12Mon-Fr.

~~~. Option to "'i:~

Well insulated. Located in
beauurul country )I!lrk. Three

I

CALLKINT

_.I

4034Bc77

44!M.

t

3980Be82

I

i=::M

TWO FEMALE NEED roommate.
Three blocks from camP'::3' Own
~~~m, low utilities. a:w~~

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTE D

100M AND IOAIID.
OItIOOM ONLY.

VERY ELEGANT 12l1.7O front and

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 2bedroom apartment for Spring

~m:I::~tall ~~~:..

I

IOOMSAV AILA....

=ed~~og.':.s·a~o~~':i ~~:

3982Be75

For two bedroom a8artment a
I Geor(etown.
raduate
Professional529-2187.

SlNft.IOIt DOU. . .

14x80 FURNSHED 2 bedroom l'Az
bathS:=inned. total electric.
or 457-7736 af~~~~

VERY NICE, 2-DEDRooM, I2ldIO,

549-7792.

ROOMMATE WANTED: SPRIN
semester, sublet, rent J!e8otiabl
no summer obligation. Nice apt
blocks from eampus. 52&-2361. .•
3W14Be7

GltADUATIHOU SING,
PlllSHMAN & SOPHOMOIII
APPIIOVID.

SM~, :7~~~~rF?u~~:' Can
r.ant City Road near Mall. 5494344. •
84033Bc77

~n~~~ ~~~~R~~n~~el~~~~~: ~a7oIl

600FREEMANDORMS

Ct~I~:~~

"

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
to share 3 bedroom bouse_ Close to
campus. Spring semester.=-=.

FEMALE
ROOMMATE
NEEDED. Lewis Park apar t-

::&WiIn

••AK

TWO BEDROOM TRAILER.
Natural gas, beat, air'li:.r~e,
new~t ine!uded. artia y

B4045Bc91

Part. 529-1539.

.....

I THREE

Molin. Hom••
3-BEDRooM: TRAILER in Small

;:,,~, '137.50, 505 S. F~::n
MALE AND FEMALE Roommates needed. Garden Para: Acn!!I

~.,607E. Park Aveoue. Phone
2835.
B4123Be77

~ ~O~lespa~f3
per moniJ:, SlOO damage. CaD 4577587.
3892Be77

Beautiful house, must see to

Ir:~:l!ark"~~ l::ill=:~':;:':~~~':i~~d I
----i.HD-iiOOMMAjii----' I ;~~~~~;~;'
II
('~:r.~.
I SAVE TIME - SAVE EFFORT SAVE MONEY III: II
~di'ug~fi~~S£~montb I'
I
I
~~,e:':.~401=

lease,
3989Be76

HELP! SPRING SUBLEASER
:n,~~~:,.~ to SIU

VANT TO BE Alone! We'll give

yo~ a one ~ rate on a two
IIecInIom mObile home or alNU1-

40798e'17

4085Bct77
ROOMS FOR RENT, 1~ blocks
fJ.:om
Completely fur-

MATURE AMERICAN FEMALE
Graduate studellt b9usemate
wan~ed for spring semester.
Detailsat5&3970after6:~

B4119Bd77

PRIVATE ROOM, HAVE own
cate refrigerator, twin cylinder
Iocts, ~ room and
titeben, : I e
with T_ V. ,
pay teler one and laundry
:&ipmen , very Dear eamp'us.

~&r-=~':"J~=
B4186Bd1t3

I
I

of University library.

CALL MARY AT

SH-H33

CAN MATCH YOU WITH THE TYPE OF ROOMMATE
YOU LIKE. WE CHECK THE REFERENCES- YOU MAKE
THE FINAl. CHOICE_ FOR HELP OVER BREAK SEND
FOR APPLICATION.

r,~U~~. W.~~cJt.cMt,
38498e74

529-2396.

NON-SMOKING,

SERIOUS

W~~~-G~

room, wuber-dryer, CaD 54t-3476,
_____ .____________________
after Spm.
S85lBe74
HOME ADDRESS~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--a ROOMMATE WANTED: FOURCITY / STATE/ ZIP._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-I ~P='K~I~~·50 '"
. 3841Be74
HOME TElEPHON~E_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--4!I
N~E

SALUKIHALL
HAS ROOMS AVAILABlE FOR
THE SPRING AT
$135 A MONTH,
All utilities included.
Private refrigerotor,
cooking privileges, cable
T.V. Sign now, pay
in January.

I-------RESPONSIBLE ROOMMATE,

I LET US HELP YOU FIND A ROOMMATE .. WE CAN

~

=

RESPONSIBLE

TWO'S COMPANY
OPENING SOON
ROOMMATI.FINDING S.RVICE
I 300 EAST MAIN STREET
.
.11-'29·2241 I'.
CalM)NDALE. iL 62901
Amll-3-84 I

r_..:..==:.!:::- ___

'-

I

I

ROOMMATE

~~
~:~O:'b~na~
Blacktop. Rural setting. can after

6:00 p.m. 549-8372.

.

3865Be74

FEMALE ROOMMATE. GARDEN P~ available Dec. 17, rent
;::rtiable, call for deta~

r'

.oommat••
ONE

RooMMA1'E NEEDED for

=h:~~mne=rh~. ~

119-8374.

3921Be'T1
iliMALE ROOMMATE, SPRING

=:~t~~t~~:::S~~r~
"5.

'

39t5Be78

~

OMMATE NEEDED FOR
ring semester. Two bedroom

il~~f'f~ytr'~~~~;:~ai{

m campus. '100 month. Call 5&

,.11.

3903Be77

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. MALE
" Female dancers. $5.00 per hour
, plus tips. Stricti), .letDtimate type
entertainment. (No "Nudity) Cill
Debbie to apply at S29-9336' or 1679369.
B3448C'17

r

OVERSEAS JOBS - SUMMER·
year round EIII'Op'! A. Amer.
Austr~Asia. All fields.
f.!,~ Write tlrjc~iIh~J.1L ~
Corona Del Mar, Ca 92625. 3591011
WANTED BARTENDERS,
WAITRESSES and doormen.

~~10-4Ipm.~

!

TURE,
CLEAN,
NONOKER male to share nice,
n two bedroom house. 453-5360.
_3762. H'!III'Y.
3905Be71

=

:a~·re~==~e. t1=~.

4171Be71
RooMMATE NEEDED NOW for
spring semester to live in a
J comfortable thftoe bedroom house.
( Rent $130 with own room. Call 549, 7878.
4173Be77

J

j FEMALE

ROOMMATE WANTED, Garden Park Apt. '125 plus
'14 utilities, Very
and cle8il,
457-0292.
41:t.iBc71

I
I

nice

3RD PERSON FOR very nice 3
bedroom house. 'l30-month plus
one.thu·d utilities (cheap). 10
minute bike ride to campus,
carport. 522 N. Allyn. 549-=Se'T1
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR a

~::~~o::; ~tilfi::s~P~:refl~!n~

smokinll. mature individual, 5495892, Pleasant Hill Tr. ct. 4154Be77

REWARD.
NO QUESTIONS
asked. Lost; one ring. Inscription
reads Randy .. Diane. Please call
529-1882.
3983G75
REWARD!
HP-34C
CALCULATOR and SanIa Walk·

SOOT MAGIC Chimney

WCin~~c.n~=~~~~1

54H895.
4057G74
LADIES TAN LEATHER wallet

~:n'M1.
~~=~~~~'R~~
NQA. 53-7793.
4030G74
'LARGE REWARD: TO the
~ who found blue and beige

Sa::.c;.~~:~-=.lUt

Editorial IM!f"Vices also available.
457-4666.
3644E83
STOR·N·LOCK
MINI

4093G77

=~=.:tl :oragC:~:.

BARMAIDS - APPl,Y AT Kinp
Inn HideawVo located behind die
~~e, 0teI. I2S ~

~r~jfttfono;l t~~~;r:M ~sal!'l.

tended holiday hours . 9-6 for
shopping days until Christmas.
This is the season to visit the
Mitchell's who have maintained
their Chautauqua Street Shop for
21 years. BetweeJI Emerald Lane "
Tower Road.
3593LT7
YESTERYEAR-ANTIqUE AND

many sizes available, low monthly
rates, for more iDEo, caU52!I-1l33.
B3612EI03

Wesl Main. (Buy and sell) Thurs.
thruSat. 10:lJOam-4:00pm. 3637LT7
OAK ANTIQUE,
CAMBRIA,
furniture-!dassware-primitives.
Open 1-l!t""Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. rhone !-985-6641.
.; .. L.....

EXPRESs.. BUS . CHICAGO.
Finals Week. As tittle as 5'¥4 hours
to Chicagoland. Tickets now on

;:'~t, De~.~.!;~~., Th~c:

13,;4,1:;,16,17,18. Returns Jan.
Ilt~·,13.14,15. 0nI): $39.75 Roundtrip. ($49.75 after Dec. 9th.) Oneway also available.•• All Reserve
Seatinll." Student Transit Bus
Ticket Sales at 715 S. University
Ave. (on the island). Open MODFri., 10;3CH2::IIpm and 2:1~m;
Sat. and Sun. 12·3pm. 529-1862.
402!iP77

2-3 RIDERS TO Mic~n. Call
5382, 9:30-4:30 and ask for

PART TIME SPORTS instructors,
Aerobic Dance, ScJ«er, aH 1lJ'eaI.

boncm1'e.

:..~. sunset~4

~~~Lor ~CTO~~~.
Send resume to JacksOn County
YMCA, 2500 W. Sunset, Carbondale. 549-5359.
3953C74
PBX
SWITCHBOARDRECEPTIONtsr: To begin spl'iJll
111M (J·l6-84).lnte~1I1lOW for

BfTUNU.

~r:l:c~~:s.;t~ln/ri~~~

=

FAITH TEMPLE INFANT day

Sf'EClA(LY 1fFF. RICK. FR£D
AND MARC.
wmtoUT THEIR FRIENDSHIP

JEWELRY REPAIR - NORTH
Star Creations. 717 South Illinois

I WOUl.D NOT HAVE THE
CONFIDENCE IN MYS£1.f
THAT I DO TODAY.

19 hrs. per weeIt. Odd wOrk
blocks need not appll' SO wp'm
Pa~

~tf~n~ ~~er:.\~r~:::.'w,~
and quick

messaNs on a

:SC:~~hPbone ~C:~l:

2301 X22) for appointment for
~terview and reqiiired ~1

..

P ART·TIME

TEACHER

-

~~i~Jg~ or ef.::a~~':. ofs;-i~g
~~;~efea~~I~=~ih

fai_~~ity Road by 5:30~l

~~e~e4n~.~:,~~~iM7Ws 6
- - - - -ANNOUNCEMENTS

~:~~!:y ~f'=s=~nJ;:tf:

LONE STAR

WILSON'S TYPING SERVICE

=!':t:rl,'r~:r'h~~:}"t:n~

iIJ

=·n:';v.:lO:~~'::~C;:

crush! 52&-%122.

I 0 • •" " " , " " " "

4072E77

~t~I~~CED ~~:iA~ce, ~~
TYPING THE OFFICE.' 409 w.
Main Street. 549-3512.
3403E75

:::=:.~~:ilo;erformonce
~:~~~~P5!.::i.cc.1I

n=. ~~ fI~~

~~~rx;'~~Yat~

Newman Center
715 S. Washington
Time?'

~~:, heat and water incl=i~

UPHOLSTU" .AIMCS
_ ... IUPPLIU

CA"" OUT NICIS
conONI'IttNTS

THREE

ANOOltAl'EllY
VELYETS
NYLOMS

BEDROOM DUPLEX.

=.:::r

One g~IA:!u.Kt:le
~5'::
~onth. Heat and water in·
cluded. Located next to new
~~er on west side of W~~

VINYLS

S3.lIOyd.
".!IOyd.
17.50 yd.
••110 yd.

NOYINA TO ST. JUDE
0'H0I)0 St. Jude, ~tIe.-t Martyr,
. . - in yirtue ond rich I" mlracl_,
..ar kl,,"man of .... UI Ch,II', : ...1....
fvI 1 " , - _ of all who Irwaio..
your . .lal pat.-g& I" II.... of

3ml. Soulttof "'-.lit. 5'

129.1012

need, to yau I hove _roe from
.... dep'" of ..., '-rI and humbly
beg to whom Gad ..... given ouch
. . - ~. to c_ to ...., 01.1...

See our \JfllClt ..laction of

Hardwoodlln Itock.

=~E~,\=.'5t:~r.·

...........,
Cedar

3893BfIS
VERY NICE TWO be....room duplex
in Murdale area. Sublease until

Cherty

.... E....
'''!Coo
:r'!Coo
PNIIppI... MahasIonr
Hatd Maple
'''Oak
2"Oak

~~~, a-e40f4'W~4

FOUR BEDROOM. UNUSUAL 10ft
bedroom. 2 pe,ople need two more.
'1l2.5O-montb each. All utilities
included, 1'I. East on Park fron-.
WaH. 457-4334.
B4082Bf93
PERSONS OVER 18 to \,;Sher

:!:in~u~~ies, n~~. =£~~ustm-e:veS=

For more information and in-

~!:- ~~~e:~m~~~

IU,WI,p,-;riM
~;~at':AD ~TARI:r~: I YOUR2~ ?J\ w 1IlJSM.

13. Sorry,noSIU faculty or staff.
. .

happy, creatIve, 10vIDg care .ID my
home. afternoons, overmllhts,
weekends. 529-4246,
3888E77

12.65 IF
1.35 IF
2.65 IF
.97 IF
2.91 If
3.28 IF
2.02 If
1.53 IF

....rpt.Heorl
SouoftCII

, "WoI!IV'

3.nlF
1.7.. '"
3.35 IF

2" Wal ....,

3.35 If

~~~
Wood.hop

belnvoMd. St. Jude,...., .... UI and
all who IIIYoke yaur ald. Amen.
3 Hall Moly'., 3 Out Father'. and 3
GlorIa'.. l'ublkallaol mUl' be

sa,

1.95 IF

...,IF
I .33 IF

BE TRAVELING ON, AND ()fI;1:
MORE FOR THE TIMES TO
COME. I LOVE YOU.
LONE STAR

llA'lNEIlD SAYS
"(JO IJO(J$"

proml.... "'................. -

to foil. M¥ ~I"'"
...... grontH. Say "'11 .......... ,.".
"I... ~u..... doyo.
JML

.......1ICIWt'I

--AUCTIONS -& ~lE:;
MOVING SALE.

!::::

~~'b\:II. ~~n41gr~.
0527.

~~~~eGs, S~'s c:N~~~o~~,

located in the Student

~~~~~~nfI4c~~a~0:::i, g;~~,

Center ...536-2121 or
L..._C_raf_fs_S...
ha_p_,_.._453_-3636
__,_..

EVERY NEW DAY, I
FIND I CARE ABOUT YOU
EVEN MORE. YOU MADE MY
LAST SEMESTER THE BEST
ONE, I WILL NEVER FORGET
OUR TIMES TOGETHER. SO,
LET'S HAVE ONE MORE FOR
THE NIGHT GONE BY. ONE
MORE FOR THE ROAD, I WILL

_ . Help .... I" ...., urgenl petI.

Ilona. i" retum I proml.. to mole.
yau, _ _ kllClWt'l and _
you to

2.16 IF

1'1...
f>apIat

CATHY;
I DON'T KNOW WHAT TO
SAY, THESE PAST TWO
MONTHS HAVE BEEN FAN-

"==~====:::=~I~TASTIC.

COYIIIS UI'IIOLmIIT

2 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
with refrigerator and stove. Near
J. A. [;ollan, washer· dryer

working weekend band for modern
country rock. Contact Jim, 684·
6935, Rusty, 536-3375.
4017C78

Sponsored by

Hili Hou.. R..ldents

iii

~·:~a:~r. Dece=J~

HElP WANTED

5-8pmSundciy. Dec. 11th

the Welln...

ONE BEDROOM AVAILABLE in
three bedroom furnished well
insulated ~Iex. Quiet Northwest.
$120-month Plus one-third utilities.

If

K6,.,kiI

., fill $hII,,,,

't.M
Where?

elmprov.Concenlrolion
eAvoid Unnec.ssary IIln...

THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX, 610

ill fill

CHILI SUPPER

STRISst

Dupl••••

IIIII,~

~Jav:~,~m'lW~:;' l==A~LL~;Y:;OU;:;:::;CA::;::N:iiiiiiiliiiiiAIiT~I=::

FEMALE
DANCERS
AT
• , Chalet" in Murphy~boro $5 00
per hou~. A~y ID person. For

~

RIDERS WANTED

¢lid: in persoo at Jacltson County

~~alo O.\:~~i~d, ~inl

~~~:~~~iy, 3

..

POLL Y'S ANTIQUES AND
Country Crafts. Featuring wide

~:I~ct\!~~f::ew;~~~:;:bl~

LOST

HOI.IDAY VACATIONERS •
CARETAKERS Unlimited will

rh~J:'Gdi~se~~:ns,P~::~:

'""onth plus 'f.I utilities. Phone 549-

ooMMATE NEEDED. NEW 4
edroom house 2 miles from

~=~J.y~~~ce ~~.

~. AIM DESIGN Studio· garments
designed, Clothin~ed and
~~~DS, ties,
'day c=~

3S41E80

~~e
'ull~~'ir:· ~e:l
lIrofessional area. Rent ,112.50

.!ffl.=

=:

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
available at the Hair Lab. Call
Dinah Anderson, ElectrolollY
Therapist, 529-1477, 529-3905.
B3565E81

89-2354.
3931Be74
ROOMMATE NEEDED for

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
or cute trailer at Roxanne. witb
Sorry, no pets. 549-

Illinois Avenue, 457"'1 J3492F80
JUNK CARS AND Trucks. Call
anytime, 1-911'7·2272.
4069F91

~~I:r'JI: ~a~~':i:.' :N~:'I 0

3374EI59

r~Vl:ic~anr::~~ .~~~r

~~tg:!ti==t?::J:!

3II84Be'18

SHAKLEE INDEPE~DENT
DISTRIBUTOR. Vitamin and
mineral food supplements, slim
26 years research. ~~~4

3499E78

nMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
ring s':tmester to share clean
arlment with three friendly,

'1389.

~~¥;:~=~~~~.

:~;:~YaO:!y~~:tt~::ar.ts

lllexpensive furnished house near
ampus.
Spring Semester.
529·
_.
3907Be77

ANTIQUES

WANTED
WANTED TO BUY. Class rinp,
old gold and silver, broken
jewerry, coins, scrap, sterlin§

DR.

IIALE ROOMMATE NEEDED.

I

TYPING - RUSH JOBS aod
regular. Cassette tapes transcribed. Termpape,s. thesesdissertations, 000t manuscripts.

I

bondale.

4176K74
Daily Egyptian. Dec:eaIber,9. 1983, page_'Z1

How Ibout them dogsl
Semi-final: SIU vs. Nevada-Reno

Con.ralalalions
from tile

City National Bank

i'~i!.

air.ILLinOIS
"Conlratulatlons
Satukls"

Benint R..IEstItI IMlrII_
I
p,.,.rIy M,IIIS·II"

Stat. Farm

(····1'-..

457·2113
1400 W. MIIln

'N . . . . . . "

..
............ ,..,..,...,..s

406 S. Illinois

549-3366

Aport....n ...........n •
Mary Alice Hamilton
687 -1938
Murphysboro

Salukis!
Carbondale Clinic
2601 W.Nain

Go get 'em.

Con~tulations

Salukis!
Good Luck in the
Semi-finals from

Maroon & White
Carltoncla'.
Chiropractic Clinic
103 S. W••hlngton
Dr. !loy •• Whl..

--.......

U7-8127

. ,.,

CttttrtflllttieM

1tiI.t AMC _

ruthie'i
702 S. II/;no;s

the semi-finals!
From everybody
,."",

~"

~"""e-.

CUT\t$

606 s. IllInOis

ClrHnd...

Best Wlsbes In
tbe semi-finals!
Go

southern
, Go!
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~ unim'Sity bank

Onto
South Carolina!

•

. .

~ :~"L

CortIandaIe

Go for it,

Salukis

Eileen & Stan Hoye

C••elot Estata

a~~

Eaal M_ Carbonduloo 4fSl 2151

from the
"....... the '01111.....

8 & K Farnltare
......44"

. , ...............1 •• C'. . .

IT'S BEEN
A GOOD
SEASON
SALUKIS
HOME RENTAlS

457-2186

We're with you in spirits

Go Get Em, Dogs

110. W.I...I MarpllysMro

Hwy 51 North Carbondale

How 'bout them dogs!

Dogs!

Member FDIC

Paul's Westown
Shell

"

£'!t

1500W. Main Carbondal. 549-2116

Salukisll
All theWav

514 s. III.

549-8423

-r. ..~ Co.

Go, Salukis, Go

from

VtnIfi JlMllo

J"IK~

Easlgale Shopping Ctr'. C'cla/e

901 S. lllinoil 529.BURT

Stotlar Lumber Co.

Carbondale

Get' em Salukis!
Good Luck in

from

Go

Go
"C.ngrtfultti.M"
S.lukis!

Best Wishes

~

&
the SIU
S.r.kiI

For
It!

from

KOlnel Dell

Coach
Dempsey

Go

Good Luck
Salukl.

Congratulations
Salukis II

McAndrew Stadium

The Fromemokers

COntlratulatlons
&
GoocILudd

Marph,sboro

Kickoff 11 :OOom

GooJLuck
Salukis!

lit. 13 W"'-Mllrlon
Marlon: "3-2183
Carlto.III...: 529-1161

Of

University Moll 457-5922

Sot .• Dec. 10

Good Luck in the
Playo//sl

Congrat.;iations.•.

BOREll'S

the (ellows

(f£)

Congratulations

Vici

Ira
If

Huff's R.4i1tor Shop
C.rII_l.

11$ W. WiIItw

Congratulations to
Coach Dempley
&
the SIU Salukis

.................
from

Mur...I.

Shopp''''
Ce" •• r.C· .....

~
' ' ..

How 'bout them dogs!
Semi-final: SIU vs. Nevada-Reno

Democrats
in Carbondale
LOVES

D

empsey's
ogSe e e

Go Salukis
It .... " .. ,\ I :h ...·L 1'...... r

Salute Salukis.

D:r

y

Sot., Dec. 10

McAndrew Stadium

Salukil Take Control
Good Luck
School of Technical

Best of Luck
to Rey. the staff. and
all the players

Cal'een

SALUKIOOOS

Residents & Manaeement

Roll them bon.. and
com. up winnen I

Stevenson Arms

Good Lvck Saturday
Jam,Iorboro, Gecrp & Nancy

"

Wheo you·re hot.
you·re hot!

KiCkoff 11 :OOam

Go S.lukisf

1e,,,.,,,,·I1_ «; \ .

Congratulations SIUI

II:, .." -721
J.. '", «:. ,\ , .. " •. ~ T .. ~ 'or
J..I ... 1", TII,I..r

QnllillIIk!(IiIe Home .....
Sf*1Do. c:.rIf08 . . .o..n

BR(MI/\/& COLqMBO

457-1152

Delnpsey's
Dogs
Saluki
Success
Shows ...
Dempsey'.
Determined
Dogs ••.
AreWinnen
Paul R.ndaJI"RzodT' Taylor
At1aag,GA
(et-of'??)

Har••rk
Pay. Off!

Munlal. Shoppl.... Ctr.

,

Con'ratulations
.Salukis
from

c...rttulefitM, R.,

Congratulations Salukis
Good Luck in the Playeffs
from
Rayfield Enterprises

EppD,fI,n
Cqrafu'af'on.
onagreaf

Sa/ukl Season

•

Good Luck in the
Semi-finals

Dr. $. Michael Vancil

GoSalukls

Saluki Pride

Vanity South

..............
",-6111
.........................

slu

Coming

On
Strong

1M 50111......

EMPLOYEES

CREDIT UNION
1217W8s1MoinStreat
CorbOndoIe. II. 62901
b18-457-~

Bryan Street
Baptist Church
(Herrin)

Believes With
.eyDempsey

and his
Succe.sful $oluki.
Jim. Mary PrBWitt
Wendy. Kelly Pr_iH
Parvin Hosman. Jr.
KarenHasmon
Duvid Hosman
',ianHasman
Coac:h Joe Hosman
JoniHosman
Zachary Hosman
Andr_ Hosman
Charles Hone!
Margie Hand

Gary Chi IcIen
Patty Childers
Jamie Childers
Ire,(:hilders
Mindy Childers
.JashChilciers
Jimmy HufIIphtey
Evelyn Waodhouse
Lib .........

Terry, Koren 5 _
GlodpL........
John, Mary Langan
Jimmy. Jaftnny Langan
Paul W...ns one!
28 grandchildf'en

You've got 'em
beat I

You're No 1
With Us

Reno's News

Prairie Fanns

Ag~ncy

Daily

Co~tulado...

for the fine seuon.
Good Luck In the

Semi.Flna1s!

jaftn. Nancy Taylor

llecky, Richard Wade

..

ES'tPfWl Sports CnRr
GII•.

'II-'~""""""

--....... ltv
~

..

Dogs I
Don's
Jewelry

(,;.'l
=~
.. .........

~

Go Get 'Em
4008.W

reat
Season
Salukis

GoocILuck
Salukl.

4S7-6Zl1

If

... UI. .. :

............, .... c.tIIooIoWe

Best Wishes

COD'ntulatloDS

Good Luck

&
Salukls

•

Coach DempsD

caatondale TI'CJI'Iw Co.
Doll. RuUllr Torw DlIessiO
f.,,\'·'

.4IAPA.
WIW

,~.~ -,-'.

','..1

i~",1

Carbondale
Auto
SuPP""

.... '.. :.I..r':J:~ 1!!u(J I"'':: .-:,; '",
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Coach brought winning to Reno
By Jim Lex.
Staff Writer

In !;X"St-season actiQn for the
fifth time in its history, NevadaReno has finally tasted success
in the I-AA playoffs. This is the
third time that the Wolf Pack
has made die I-AA playoffs,
with all of its ventures coming
with Coach Chris Ault at the
helm.
This year in the playoffs the
Wolf Pack beat Idaho State, 'n20, in the first round of I-AA
action. In the quarterfi ...als last
week, Nevada-Reno knocked off
North Texas State in overtime,
20-17.
The two previcu. playoff bips
resulted in defeats tor the Wolf
Pack, with the first coming in
1978 bel;,ind an 11-0 record.
Mter an 3-3 reguIar-seasoo
mark in 1979, Nevada-Reno lost
in the first round to eventual
champion Eastern Kentucky,
33-30, in overtime.
Ault has compikd a 63-28-1
record while in his eighth year
with the Wolf Pact. Before Ault
arrived on the Nevada-Reno
campus, the Y olf Pack had
more than si..~ 9 ins in a sea5(II!
only once since 1948. Ault's Wolf
Pack squads have won at least
seven games six times.
Ault has neve.. had a losing
season during his l~year head
coaching career, which includes
four years of high school action.
Mter inheriting a team that
went 3-8 the year before he took
the Wolf Pack job, Ault's squads
reeled off marks of 8-3, 8-3, 11-1
(with its only loss coming in the

pected to arrive at the
1-~if!ay~~~:n:l"'Of SIU-C Williamson
County Airport in
Coach Rey Dempsey's Salukis Marion about 12:30' p.m.
hail from the Midwest, Ault's Friday. Ault will run his squad
players come mainly from the through a workout at .McAnWest coast. Nearly 60 Wolf Par.k drew Stadium at 3 p.m.
players are from California,
Nevada-Reno was founded in
while almost 20 players come 1874 as the University of
from Nevada.
Nevada. It was originally
The Wolf Pack squad is ex- .Iocated at Elko. Npv.

WCIL-FM We comes You
To the

RAMADA INN'S
I

)/1

I'/eIaJIIJe
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WITH LIVE GO GO DANCERS
(From the Modeling Conspiracy)
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Cruise T"'ru The Decades
7pm-9pm Big Band Music
9pm-10:3Opm SO's - 6O's Music
10:3Opm-11 :3Opm 70's Music
11 :30prn
40 SO's Music
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Go, Dogs, Go!
lbWENBRAu

~g.r

Ijte

Your campus Miller Rep,

Mark Johnson
win help IUpply you with .11 your party ncede. Call him to
finel out what proclucts, ICmc:a &. equipment an make
your event. IUcceuful one.

S49.. 7461

SIU #1

How 'bout
thell1 dogs!
SIU ft. Nevacla"'no
Saturday.
Decemlter10
11:GOam KlckoH'

-,
...........

Go 11 Saluldl

1111, lHAnn, Kathy &
Mik.Vicars

McAndrew Stadium

PICK'S ELEa-IONICS

Good Luck

GO
SALOKIS-

with us

Consratulatlons
Salukis. Good
Luck in the
PlaYoffs!

Carbondale Manor

Smith Dodee

5005. lewis ~

PaulA PIIiI Smi.... Famibl, If

Sencl t ..e Pack
Back

Win or Lose
You're No.1

Carbondal.

511ft

Go
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Get 'Em
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Salukls.
Garclen Park
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Swimmers play host
to tough Auburn team
By David Wilhelm
Staff Writer
The men's swimming team,
foUowing an impressive victory
at the 5-S meet last weekend,
faces another tough challenge
Saturday as they play host to
Auburn University, last year's
ninth-ranked tt'!1i~. Thc Salukis
will be trying to avenge last
year's 69-44 loss to the Tigers.
The diving competition begins
at 1; 15 Saturday and the
swimming events start at 2 p.m.
Saluki Coach Bob Steele s.&.
his squad may have an ae.vantage because they are fresh
off a very competitive shave
meet. However, he holds a lot of
respect for Auburn.
"They've got !'<>me outstanding kids," Steele said.
"Ordinarily, if we were to just
swim them in a dual meet. I'd
say they'd be the team to beat.
But we just shaved. so that
shouJd be an equalizer."
Steele anticipates that the
meet wiD be full of close ra.ces,
something he said spectators
will enjoy. The Salukis' 400 free
medley time of 3:24 in last
week's 5-S meet is only two
seconds faster than the time
Auburn has recorded in that
event this season. The Salukis
also hold a four or five second
advantage over the Tigers in
the 400 free relay.

how we'll do this weekend. WI:
haven't had a very consistent
week of training."
The Tigers have d number of
good athletes, according to
Asmuth. Of the nine men who
went to the NCAA meet last
year, ~ven are returning.
Auburn is led by Andy Bauer,
Richie Hughey, Per Johansson,
John Black, Chri:: Rowe and
diver Skipper Wood.
Bauer was fourth and sixth in
'the 100 and 200 breaststroke at
last year's NCAAs. Hughey was
fifth in the 200 back this summer as a member of the U.S.
Pan American Team. Jobansso., was fOlh"t..i:! in the 100 free at
the NCAA· and has been the
European champion in that
event for the last two .years.
Black was seventh in the 50 free
at the NCAAs and Rowe was
12th in the 200 individual
medley. Wood was the
Southeastern Conference Diver
of U-~ Year last season.

May We Suggest a

Pair of
Sheepskin Slippers....

who is also a cap"ble threemeter diver.
"They can depend on their
first diver," Golden said. "But
after that, they're questionable, I
We want team points. We have I
to win one contest and our two I
and three divers must finish
strong. too. We have the depth !
that couJd give us team points,
but we have to win one event to r .
come out with the advantage."
Golden said thdt lasi week's '
9lI percent consistency rate has
gi\'en his divers a positive
mental approach.
.. Mter last weekend," he
said, "they've gai~~':: confidence because they went
through the meet ~ ith hardly
any mistakes."
Last -season, Auburn. divers
won both the one and thrpe..
meter events. Golden said that
being at home couJd reverse
that.

IN ADDITION to those,
Asmuth said that the Tigers
have added two or throe freshmen who might contribute.
"So far, we haven't seen that
yet," Asmuth said. "It's too
early to teU now. The jury is stiD
out on them,"
Asmuth, who is in his second
year as head coach' after being
an assistant for six years,
believes his team has a
weakness, but that it should stiU
be successfuJ this season.
"We're weak in depth," he
said, "especiaUy in the butterOy strokes. "The strength of
the team is that we have at least
one potential national scorer in
every event. Because of that,
we're a very good dual meet
• team. Our relays are strong,
too."
SIU-C diving Coach Dennis
Golden expects the diving
competition to be "very interesting."
"It's too close to call at this
. point," Golden said. "We like to
give ourselves a bit of an edge,
beiDS at home and having the
home crow..!."

We also have a great selection
of homemade moccasins, belts and
shoes.
Happy Holidays From the Cobblers

The
Barefoot Cobbler

Z

20iWWalnut
ph: 457-863'
HRS: Mon.-Sat. 9am-7pm

West Roads
"Westroods. more than ;ust another liquor mart"
Murdole Shopping Center • Carbondale • 529· 1221

Open till Midnight Friday. Saturday
.... Good Dec. f.11

BECKs

Lowenbrau

STEELE SAID that Auburn
should be well-rested for the
htOr ..rII
U.htor .....
U.ht or . .rII
meet due to some tapered
120LNH
.... 11-. N •
.... 11-._
training.
"The big advantage they
have," Steele said, "is that
they've been training real hard,
then took a week off for their
fInal exams.
~;a·
"We trained hard early this
week. We're trying to get people
~/
in the training mood after
resting for 10 days, The only
.~~---~~--. .-1111~---~--prob em'is that we've got some
people with colds and the nu.
We won't worry about that,
though."
Last week's effort against
quality teams like South
1.IL
7....1
Carolina, Florida State and
Nebraska could propel the
Salultis into more impressive
GOLDEN SAID ,!lat the
showings, according to Steele. deciding factor in the diving
"We've got some guys really competition could be depth. The
swimming well," he said. "Last Tigers have one solid diver in
Wt:ek's performance should be a Skipper Wood, who was fifth on
HoI................Iet MI.,... with eny 1.71 L Gin or VoAe.
springboard for some more the one-meter board at the U.s.
good performances."
Cba~piODSbips in 1982,
and
Auburn Coach John Asmuth . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
has led his squad to a perfect 3-0
record this season with victories over Maryland, Georgia
and Florida State. He said that
swimming against SIU-C will be
a real test for his Tigers.
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GO DOG511

"BASICALL \" ALL three
teams that we've faced had
good in<'':viduals, but not team
depth," Asmuth said. "At
Southel n D1inois, it will be the
fll"St time we'U be challenged by
a good team. It's hard to te~
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"Charleston's Party Place"
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No "am. Caf. Run

To Be
Held Dec. 17, 1983
After The NCAA 1983 Division
IAA Football Championship
First
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A Casually, Elegant Night Club
Kroger MaIl-C'DcH W....

4 Vendue Range
Charleston, South Carolina
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One step remaining
to I-AA tide game
By Jim Lexa
Stan Writer

staff Photo Ity Sc:OU Shaw
The Sycamores were able to briag down Derrick Taylor, bat came
up sbort of keepiug the Salukis out of tile semifinal game.

It's going to be Soutt Carolina
or bust for Nevada-Reno and
the Salukis in the J-AA st'mifinal
plavoff gamp at McAndrew
Stadium at 11:05 a.m. Saturday.
A trip to Charleston, S.C, for
the Dec. 17 I-AA championship
game will be in store for the
semifinal winner, as it will be
for the Western CarolinaFurman semifinal winner.
"When two teams are as
equally matched like us, it
should be a close game." Saluki
Coach Rey Dempsey said. "Any
~:ffl'~~~~:~~rs could make a
Nt"vada-Rl'no. 9-4 and ranked"
No. II in lhe final regul"r
s{'ason I-AA poll. has not h<1d
much of a turnover prohlem this
seaon. The Wolf Pack has lost
just 13 of 'l:I fumbles. It has
thrown 14 interceptions for a
turnover total 'J.7
"They protect the ball well
when they run," Dempsey said.
SIU-C, though, has had a
tough time this season in the
turnover department. The
Salukis have lost 'l:I of 38
fumbles, including one last
week against Indiana State.

No.1
Salukl quarterbacks have
thrown 20 interceptions this
Jeason. hringing the squad's
turnover total to 47.
"We want to make sure we're
holding onto the ball," Dempsey
said, and with good reason.
Nevada-Reno has recovered
19 of its opponents' fumbles this
year. The secondary, starting
two freshmen, a sophomore and
a senior, has intercepted 32
passes. Four of them came
against North Texas State last
week.
Big Sky Defensive Player of
the Year Tony Shaw leads
Nevada-Reno's secondary.

Playing free safety. Shaw
picked off 10 p...sses for 153
yards, deflected seven pas!'e~
and made 79 tackles this season.
Cornerback Patrick Hunter
was namerJ to the All-Big Sky
first-tf'ilm. He has five interceptions and six pass
deflections.
The Wolf Pack's other
starting cornerback. Joe
Peterson. earned All-Big Sky
seeond team honors with four
interceptll'ns and nine pass
deflections.
Linebacker Joe Cooney has
picked off six passes this year
while leading the Wolf Pack in
Lackles with 94.
"Both of their linebackers
take good drops." Dempsey
said. "They follow the eyes of
the quarterback real well."
Noseguards Dwayne Wit;:
mann and Dee Monson have
combined for 18 quarterback
sacks this season. which is one
of the reasons the squad has 32
interceptions, Dempsey said.
"Their rush has helped them
becasue they flush the 'luarterta~k out," Dempsey said.
"Beeause of their conference
passing so much, they have
Moe SALUKIS, Page 23

eagers to face North and South Blackout ban to block
in weekend tourney at Arena Salukis from local TV
By Daryl Van Schouwen
Staff Writer

This weekend's Busch Saluki
Shoot Out bring!! a piece of the
Deep South, the Big Apple and
the Midwest togethE'r in one
place at the Arena.
League
member
Ivy
Columbia, from New York City,
Alcorn State of Lorman, Miss.,
and Macon, Georgia's Mercer
University will compete for the
title of SIU-C's first men's
college basketball invitational.
The Salukis and Columbia
will open the tourney Friday ,'it
7:00 p.m. Alcorn State arid
Mercer clash at 9:00 p.m.
The winners of Friday's
contests meet Saturday at ~:OO
for the c:'ampionship, while the
losers precede the title game by

playing for third-place hOllOrs.
Columbia heads i:tto the
action with a 1-2 record_ The
Lions won their opener at home
against the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy 79-74 before
falling at St. .lohn's 78-58 and at
Fordham 78-6:; in o\''!rtime
Wednesday rught.
Last year Columbia was 1~16.
The Lions posted a 7-7 mark in
the Ivy League. good for third
place. They are coached by
Buddy Mahar, now in his sixth
year. His lifetime record at
Coli!.'Tlbia is 62-'68_
Mah..r is fielding a young and
inexperienced squad. They are
small, too. Of the probable
staners, 6-foot-4 Carl Scholz is
the tallest. He aven.!>eO If}
points In Columbia's first two
games_ George Miekle, a 6-foot-

2 guard who also jumps center,
scored 19 points in the Lions'
opener. He's averaging about 15
points per game.
Alcorn State could be th~
team to beat in the tournament.
The Braves reached the second
round of the NCAA tournament
last year after capturing the
Southwestern Atl&T1tic Conference championship ,vith a 1~
4 record. They were 22-10
overall.
Alcorn Coach Davey L.
Whitney, 315102 in 14 years at
the helm, brings bark five
starters.
His squad is ofi to a 2-1 start.
The Braves crunched How;tonTillotson 116-82 in their opener
and defeated Wiley CoUe~e 103-

By Jim Leu
Starr Writer

before gametime, the Salukis
will :Jot be televised within a
120-mll.. r:;dius of Carbondale.
Evansville. Ind .. will probably
bt the closest that the Salukis
come to being brOddcast to
Carbondale.
The men's athletics offi .. "
said the advance ticket sales
were "going great." although
the game probably will not sell
out in advance. Usually. not
n.ore than a few thousand
tickets are sold in advance
because most people will buy

Don't expect to watch the
Saluki I-AA semifinal playoff
game on television Saturday.
About 6,000 playoff tickets
were sold by Thursday. well
short of McAndrew Stadium
capacity of 17,323.
.
CBS will broadcast the Salukl
game to parts of the Midwest
region and to the Rocky
Mountain and West regions.
Because of the blackout ban,
which states that the game
needed to be sold out 48 hours See BL.-\('KOUT. Page 23
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See CAG ERS. Page 23

Cagers knock off'
17th-ranked WKU
line.
Saluki point guard D.D. Plab
scored 15 points, while center
Utilizing a balanced scoring Connie Price dumped in 14 and
attack and dominating the guard Petra Jackson conoffensive and defensive boards, tributed 10. Western Kentucky
the Saluki women's basketball was led by freshman guard
team blew open a one-point ball Clemmette Haskins, who
game and upset 17th-ranked poured in 16 point;,.
Western
Kentucky
66-60
SIU-C took control of the
Thursday night at Davies boards at both ends of the comi,
Gymnasium.
out-rebounding the visitors 55The Toppers were 6-1 before 35. Price hauled in a game-high
the contest, with their only loss 14 rebounds, while Jackson and
against
second-r;onked Waning eacb pulled down 12.
Louisiana Tech and wins over
The Salukis were cold from
previously seventh-ranked. Old. the field and free throw line in
Doininion and top-20 candidate the ftrst balf, shooting 34.5 from
Florida State.
the field and 14.3 from the line,
The win put Coach Cindy to 53.8 from the field and 58.6 at
Scott's club at 4-1.
the lioe in the second half.
SIU-C's Char WaJT!.ng led _an
Scott's club toot command of
scorers with 18 pomts, gomg the ~ame from the opening tipfive for n;oe from the field and off, JUlDping to a 9-0 lead before
eight for I!: from the free throw the Toppers' Gina Brown put

By Sberry Chisenhall
Sports Editor
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WKU's flJ'St two on the board
five minutes into the game.
Westeru Kentucky's largest
lead \las only two points, while
SIU-{' held as much as a I~
point iead in the second half.
Mter a 21-21 halftime break, the
score was knotted at 23, eight
minutes into the second half,
until the Salukis took the lead on
a turn-around jumper by Price.
SIU-C never looked back, with
Price and Warring taking
control inside and Jackson and
Plab hitting from the outside.
The Salukis take to the court
again at 3 p.m. Saturday at the
Arena to face Vanderbilt, a
Southeastern Conference team
making a bid for a top-20 berth.
SUlr Photo hy StepheD
Anyone with a ticket stub f~
. the semifinal football game will Salaki poIDt quard D.o. Plah pat tile hall put Tupper pard
be admitted free.
n _ _ .. SIU-C's apllel vic&clry nunday algb&.

)[ami

